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Foreword 

From 12 through 22 August, the best independently 

produced films from Latin America, Asia and Africa 

will be brought together in one festival: World Cinema 

Amsterdam. 

World Cinema Amsterdam is a new initiative by 

independent art cinema Rialto, which for many years 

has been promoting the presentation of films and 

filmmakers from Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

In 2006, Rialto started working towards the realization 

of its long-cherished dream: to set up a festival of its 

own dedicated to presenting the many pearls of world 

cinema. Argentine cinema took centre stage at the 

successful Nuevo Cine Argentino in 2006. The following 

year, Cinema South Africa was in the spotlight, and in 

2008 the focus was on Malaysia, with New Malaysian 

Cinema. Rialto’s ambition went further, however: from 

2010, to realise an annual summer festival in the month 

of August, dedicated to films and filmmakers from all 

three parts of the world, as has successfully been done 

elsewhere in Europe. 

During the past six months, we have crisscrossed the 

globe and visited many film festivals in order to put 

together as exceptional a programme as possible for 

this first World Cinema Amsterdam festival – and we 

are proud to say that we believe we have succeeded. 

The competition programme, featuring the best of 

recent world cinema, is the central strand within 

World Cinema Amsterdam. The precedent set by the 

previous festivals will also be continued, with a focus 

on one particular filmmaking country: this year it will 

be Mexico, with the programme Mexican Landscapes, 

curated in cooperation with Paula Astorga Riesta, 

general director Cineteca National in Mexico. Another 

highly successful Rialto event will be linked to World 

Cinema Amsterdam, namely Rialto in the open air, 

which from this year has been rechristened World 

Cinema Amsterdam Open Air.

Together, these elements make up the festival, which 

will present more than 50 films from Africa, Asia and 

Latin America over 11 days and in more than 60 

screenings. 

world	Cinema	amsterdam	Competition
The World Cinema Amsterdam competition programme 

features nine truly exceptional films, taking us on a 

fascinating odyssey around the world in Chad, South 

Africa, Thailand, Malaysia, Turkey, the Philippines, 

Argentina, Mexico and Nicaragua, and presenting work 

both by filmmakers who have more than earned their 

spurs and debut films by young, talented directors. 

Award winners from renowned foreign festivals such 

as Cannes or Berlin, and films that have captured our 

attention elsewhere will have their Dutch or Amsterdam 

premieres during the festival.

The most recent productions by the following 

filmmakers have been selected for the competition: 

Mahamat-Saleh Haroun, Nicolás Pereda, Brillante 

Mendoza, Anahí Berneri, Oliver Hermanus, 

Apichatpong Weerasethakul, Woo Ming Jin, Florence 

Jaugey and Semih Kaplanoglu.

The films in the competition compete for the three 

World Cinema Amsterdam Awards, which are 

accompanied by cash prizes to support the winners’ 

following film projects.

World Cinema amsterdam Jury aWard € 7.500

World Cinema amsterdam NTr BroadcasT aWard	€	10.000

World Cinema amsterdam audieNce aWard	€	7.500

All full-length films from the entire festival programme, 

made since 2007, are eligible for the World Cinema 

Amsterdam Audience Award. 

mexiCan	landsCapes
Each year, World Cinema Amsterdam focuses on 

a country from Latin America, Asia or Africa where 

interesting films are currently being made. This year, 

Mexico is the film country in focus as part of World 

Cinema Amsterdam, with the programme Mexican 

Landscapes. 

A total of fifteen feature-length fiction films and 

documentaries, as well as nineteen short films, give an 

intriguing impression of Mexico and the current state of 

Mexican cinema. 

�
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Thanks to directors such as Alejandro González Iñárritu	

(amores	perros), Carlos Reygadas (Japón) and Alfonso 

Cuarón (y	tu	mamá	tamBién), Mexican cinema has been 

undergoing a veritable revival since 2000. 

The exceptional work of Mariana Chenillo, Ernesto 

Contreras, Fernando Eimbcke, Nicolás Pereda, 

Rigoberto Pérezcano (norteado) and Pedro González-

Rubio (alamar), among others, shows that once again 

a new generation of talented filmmakers has arrived. 

Elisa Miller certainly deserves a place among these. 

Her short film ver	llover won the Golden Palm in 

Cannes in 2007; and also Carlos Armella’s tierra	y	pan, 

which won the Golden Lion in Venice in 2008. 

Naturally, we are immensely proud to be the first 

festival in the Netherlands to present the grand film 

revoluCión (after Berlin and Cannes) – the opening film 

of Mexican Landscapes. Ten Mexican filmmakers show 

their talent in ten powerful short films, in which they 

give their vision of the 100th anniversary of the Mexican 

revolution. 

Mexico also occupies a central position in Amsterdam 

Global City #2. See page 53 for further information on 

this special event. 

world	Cinema	amsterdam	open	air
The festival will conclude with World Cinema 

Amsterdam Open Air (19 through 22 August), featuring 

the opening film of the Quinzaine des Realisateurs at 

Cannes 2010, Benda	Bilili!, among others. This year, the 

other evenings will have a Latin-America feel, with films 

from Argentina, Brazil and Colombia.   

speCial	events
World Cinema Amsterdam is more than film screenings 

alone, however. It is of course also an excellent 

opportunity for audiences and filmmakers to exchange 

ideas and views, and debates will be organized on 

World Cinema and Mexican filmmakers and visual 

artists in the Netherlands. 

During the festival, a DVD box of pearls of Malaysian 

cinema will also be launched, in cooperation with the 

International Film Festival Rotterdam’s Hubert Bals 

Fund. 

Following the festival, the Mexican film norteado will be 

broadcasted on the second Dutch public broadcasting 

channel, in order to reach the broadest possible 

audience throughout the Netherlands and Flemish-

speaking Belgium.  

Also after the festival is over, World Cinema Amsterdam 

On Tour will take a selection of films from the festival to 

other big cities in the Netherlands, namely The Hague, 

Eindhoven, Utrecht and Arnhem. 

World Cinema Amsterdam takes place in a relaxed, 

summery atmosphere, with music, DJs, parties and 

food from all corners of the world, all within easy 

walking distance.  

I can think of no better start to the new cultural film 

season in the Netherlands, and would like to wish 

everyone a fantastic first World Cinema Amsterdam!

Raymond Walravens,

Director Rialto and curator World Cinema Amsterdam
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Thursday 12 augusT 
opening	world	Cinema	amsterdam
The festival kicks off on Thursday evening with the 

official opening for invitees at 20:30 hours, when un	

homme	qui	Crie will be screened; a father and son 

drama that won this year’s Jury Award in Cannes. 

The director, Mahamat-Saleh Haroun from Chad, will 

be present for a Q&A. The opening party, at which 

everyone is welcome, then gets under way.

An extra screening for regular audience will be given at 

21:30 hours

Friday 13 augusT
opening	mexiCan	landsCapes
Friday the 13th needn’t necessarily bring bad luck. 

Certainly not this Friday the 13th, which sees the start 

of Mexican Landscapes, the World Cinema Amsterdam 

programme focusing on recent Mexican cinema. The 

programme opens at 21:00 hours with revoluCión – 

a portmanteau film in which ten Mexican directors 

look back in ten short films at the violent upheaval of 

the overthrow of the country’s dictatorial President 

Porfirio Díaz, one hundred years ago, that was to bring 

dramatic changes to the country. 

The same evening, there will also be a Late Night 

Screening of the music documentary havanyork. 

Argentinean/Mexican director Luciano Larobina 

compares and contrasts the hip hop cultures of 

Havanna and New York, and comes up with some 

surprising conclusions. Featuring a great hip hop 

soundtrack, and followed by a pumping party. 

Wednesday 18 augusT
award	Ceremony
The competition programme will be officially concluded 

on Wednesday evening with the announcement by 

the official jury of the winners of the World Cinema 

Amsterdam Jury Award and the World Cinema 

Amsterdam NTR Broadcast Award. The winner of this 

award will be broadcasted bij NTR on Dutch television 

Nederland 2.

The icing on the cake will then be provided by a 

screening of Golden Bear winner (Berlin film festival 

2010) honey	(Bal)	by Turkish director Semih Kaplanoglu. 

Kaplanoglu will be present at the screening and will 

afterwards answer questions from the audience. 

Thursday 19 augusT 
opening	world	Cinema	open	air	
For the past seven years, Amsterdam’s Marie 

Heinekenplein square has been transformed for four 

days every August into a summer open air cinema – 

Rialto in the Open Air. This year, the square will also 

be the venue for open air screenings – but this time as 

part of World Cinema Amsterdam. To emphasise this, 

the event has been given a new name: World Cinema 

Amsterdam Open Air. World Cinema Amsterdam Open 

Air opens with the screening of Benda	Bilili!. 

opening and Closing Ceremony / awards

A
LA
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Un Homme qUi Crie Mahamat-Saleh 
Haroun, Chad

JUntos Nicolás Pereda, Mexico

sHirley adams Oliver Hermanus, 
South Africa

UnCle Boonmee wHo Can reCall 
His past lives Apichatpong 
Weerasethakul, Thailand

por tU CUlpa Anahi Bemeri, 
Argentina 

lola Brillante Mendoza, 

the Philippines

woman on Fire looks For water 
Woo Ming Jin, Malaysia 

la yUma Florence Jaugey, Nicaragua Honey (Bal) Semih Kaplanoglu, 
Turkey

Un Homme qUi Crie

awards
Jury Prize (Cannes Film Festival 2010)

synopsis
This father and son drama, which won the Jury Award 

and was nominated for the Golden Palm at the 2010 

Cannes film festival, tells the story of a man who is 

tossed around by fate as a result of the civil war in his 

country. According to Mahamat-Saleh Haroun, the film 

can be seen as a metaphor for the African continent, 

where fathers “take out a mortgage on the future of the 

next generations.” 

Adam, who is in his sixties and is a former swimming 

champion, works as a lifeguard at the swimming pool 

of an expensive hotel in N’Djamena. When the hotel 

is taken over by Chinese investors, he is demoted 

to the position of bellboy. He is forced to give up 

his job as lifeguard to his son Abdel, who the new 

management say, is “easier on the eye for the hotel 

guests.” Humiliated by this, he becomes consumed by 

bitterness.

In the meantime, a civil war is brewing in the country; 

rebels take up arms against the government, which 

demands a ‘war contribution’ from its citizens in the 

form of money or military service. Adam is old and 

penniless: all he has is his son. Under pressure from 

the local authorities, he sends Abdel off to war. His 

conscience quickly starts troubling him, however.

Biography	
Mahamat-Saleh Haroun (born 1961 in Abéché, Chad) 

is a film director from Chad who has lived in France 

since 1982. He made his first feature film, Bye Bye 

Africa, in 1999. His second feature, Abouna, won Best 

Cinematography Award at Fespaco, while his third, 

Daratt, won the Grand Special Jury Prize at the 63rd 

Venice International Film Festival. The 2010 feature 

film Un homme qui crie won the Jury Prize at the 2010 

Cannes Film Festival, making Haroun the first Chadian 

director to enter, as well as win, an award in the main 

Cannes competition.

Filmography - Features
2010 Un homme qui crie  

2006 Daratt (Dry Season)

2002 Abouna (Our Father)

1999 Bye Bye Africa

Filmography - shorts
2008 Expectations

1997 B 400 

1995 Goï-Goï 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

un homme qui crie

a screaming man 
mahamat-saleh haroun

chad, belgium, france

2010
92
35mm

arabic, french

dutch

colour

world Cinema amsterdam Competition - index

�
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por tU CUlpa

por tu culpa

it’s your fault

anahí berneri

argentina

2010
87
digibeta

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
An evening in the cramped apartment of a newly 

divorced mother and her two sons: for Julieta, who also 

has to finish an important report this evening, being a 

single parent is hard work. When some good-natured 

horseplay degenerates into noisy fighting, she tries 

to re-establish control of the situation by sending her 

boys to bed. But they just won’t calm down. Amidst the 

chaos, terrible screaming suddenly rings out: Julieta’s 

youngest son has fallen from the bed. He is so badly 

hurt he has to be rushed to the nearest hospital. Once 

there, not only the child, but also the nervous mother 

raise concern among the doctors. 

The hand-held camera seems to be stuck to Julieta, 

and the soundtrack, from which some sounds have 

been filtered, emphasizes this subjective point of view, 

allowing the audience, along with the doctors, the 

space to doubt Julieta’s confused version of the ac-

cident. At the same time, the pressure heaped by the 

medical personnel’s suspicions on the already over-

stretched Julieta is revealed, and this raises questions 

about the demands placed on mothers these days.

Biography	
Anahí Berneri was born in Martinez, Buenos Aires, 

in 1975. She got a degree in Audiovisual Media 

Production and she is also a graduate from the Institute 

National de l’audiovisuel in Paris. Un Año sin Amor 

was her first film as a director and scriptwriter. The film 

was screened at the Panorama Section at the Berlinale 

2005, where it won the Teddy Award. It also won 

more than 15 international awards. Her second film 

Encarnación took awards at both the Toronto and San 

Sebastian Film Festival. It was also selected for more 

than 50 Festivals. Por tu Culpa is Berneri’s third 

feature film.

Filmography - Features
2010 Por tu culpa  (It’s Your Fault) 

2007 Encarnación (Encarnacion) 

2005 Un año sin amor (A Year Without Love)

Filmography - shorts
1997 Modelo para armar

JUntos	

juntos

together

nicolás pereda 
mexico, canada

2009
73
digibeta

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
Tensions rise in Gabino and Luisa’s apartment in 

Mexico City when Gabino’s friend Paco, who is staying 

with them temporarily, allows their dog, Junto, to 

escape. To make matters worse, the fridge breaks 

down and the taps will only provide boiling hot water. 

Luisa becomes frustrated about Paco’s presence in 

their small home, and her relationship with Gabino 

comes under pressure. 

The three of them escape from the situation by going 

away to a rural area just outside of town. Gabino is 

convinced that Junto has looked for accommodation 

here. However, it turns out that something very different 

is waiting for Luisa, Gabino and Paco.

In the minimalist oeuvre of young Mexican filmmaker 

Nicolás Pereda, that which is not filmed is often as 

important to the narrative as that which is. In Juntos, 

the characters are sometimes just outside of shot; 

the dog who is the catalyst for the whole story, never 

even appears. Juntos could be seen as a prologue 

to Perpetuum Mobile (see the Mexican Landscapes 

programme), but the film also more than stands alone.

Biography	
Nicolás Pereda was born in Mexico City in 1982. His 

short films Cycle and This Film is not a Thriller screened 

in many festivals in Europe, North America and South 

America. He has made films and videos for several 

hybrid plays and operas, which have been presented 

in Mexico and Europe. In 2007 he earned a Masters 

in Fine Arts from York University in Toronto, Canada. 

His first feature film ¿Dónde están sus historias? won 

the Best Film Award of the Morelia International Film 

Festival (Mexico, 2007). Pereda directed two feature 

films in 2009: Perpetuum Mobile and Juntos, both 

included in World Cinema Amsterdam programme. 

Filmography - Features
2010 Todo, en fin, el silencio lo ocupaba (All Things 

Were Now Overtaken By Silence)

2009 Perpetuum Mobile

2009 Juntos (Together)

2007 ¿Dónde están sus historias?

Filmography - shorts
2008 Entrevista con la tierra

2006 This Film is not a Thriller 

2005 Cycle
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lola 

lola 
grandmother

brillante mendoza

the philippines, france

2009
110
35mm

filipino, tagalog

dutch

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

awards
Muhr AsiaAfrica Award for Best Film (Dubai 

International Film Festival 2009)

Don Quixote Award & Ecumenical Jury Award (Fribourg 

International Film Festival 2010)

Grand Jury Prize (Miami International Film Festival 

2010)

synopsis
A story about young people from the point of view of 

two grandmothers (lola is Tagalog for “grandma”). Two 

older women appear at a police station: one to identify 

the body of her murdered grandson, the other to visit 

her grandson, who is accused of the murder, in the 

police cells.

There is no place for anger or sorrow in the lives of 

these two poverty-stricken women: they are completely 

consumed by the practical and financial consequences 

of the crime. Murder victim Arnold’s grandmother has 

to get a death certificate and collect the insurance 

money from his employer to be able to pay for a coffin. 

Mateo’s grandmother has to somehow find the money 

to pay her grandson’s bail on the streets of Manila.

Lola shows the hard lives of the urban underclass 

in grainy, quasi-documentary images. Mendoza’s 

materialist perspective on such a serious crime 

underlines the fact that moral judgement is a luxury 

many people simply cannot afford. Lola was nominated 

for the Golden Lion at the Venice film festival. 

Biography
Brillante Mendoza (born in 1960, the Philippines) 

graduated in advertising at the university of Santo 

Tomas in Manila. Mendoza started his career as a 

production designer in films, television, theatre and 

in television advertising. His feature film Service was 

nominated for the Golden Palm and marked the first 

Filipino film in the Cannes competition in 24 years.

Filmography - Features
2009 Lola (Grandmother)

2009 Kinatay (The Execution of P)

2008 Serbis (Service)

2007 Tirador (Slingshot)

2007 Foster Child

2007 Pantasya

2006 Manoro

2006 Kaleldo (Summer Heat)

2005 Masahista (The Masseur)

sHirley adams	

shirley adams

shirley adams

oliver hermanus

south africa

2009
92
digibeta

english, afrikaans

dutch

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
Shirley Adams is an intimate and moving story that 

sheds light on the issues of poverty and violence in 

today’s South Africa. The title character, impressively 

played by Denise Newman, is a single woman who 

cares for her handicapped teenage son, Donovan, who 

was seriously injured in a shooting and has since had 

great physical and mental problems. 

Shirley is getting close to the end of her tether: caring 

for her son exhausts her, and her meagre income is not 

enough to pay the medical bills. Although close to a 

breakdown, she clings on to her strength and optimism 

for the sake of her son, who has lost sight of any 

enjoyment of life. The proposed solution comes in the 

form of a social worker. The enthusiastic Tamsin initially 

manages to cheer Donovan up, but her naive idealism 

clashes with Shirley’s daily grind. In the meantime, 

Shirley receives new information about the shooting. 

Information she decides not to share with her son.

The camera keeps very close to the characters; in 

many scenes, it sits looking over Shirley’s shoulder. 

Oliver Hermanus thereby creates a viewpoint that is 

both intimate and claustrophobic, and makes the rising 

tension palpable.

Biography	
Oliver Hermanus was born in Cape Town, South Africa, 

in 1983. He began his professional career as a press 

photographer, covering international events such as 

the Glastonbury Music Festival and the G-8 Summit. 

He holds a BA in Film Media and Visual Studies from 

the University of Cape Town where, as a student, he 

directed a number of short films and documentaries. 

In 2006 acclaimed Hollywood film director Roland 

Emmerich (Independence Day) offered Hermanus a 

private scholarship to complete an MA in practical 

filmmaking at the London Film School. Shirley Adams 

is Hermanus’s first feature film, which he wrote at the 

age of 15 as his graduation film.

Filmography - shorts
2008 Yumna 

2007 Interior
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UnCle Boonmee wHo Can 
reCall His past lives

awards
Golden Palm (Cannes Film Festival 2010)

synopsis
In the unique oeuvre of Apichatpong Weerasethakul, 

spirit and material, present and past, reality and desire 

are constantly bound up together in a natural way, 

allowing him to create his own universe, in which 

nothing is impossible. 

When his kidneys fail, Uncle Boonmee decides to 

spend his last days in the countryside, surrounded by 

his nearest and dearest. His deceased wife somewhat 

surprisingly appears at his bedside to care for him. His 

son, who he lost contact with a long time ago, returns 

home – in non-human form. Thinking about the causes 

of his illness, Boonmee takes his family on a trek 

through the virgin jungle on the way to a mysterious 

cave on a hill: the place where his first life once began. 

Apichatpong made this film in the north-east region of 

Thailand, where he also found the inspiration for the 

Boonmee character. Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall 

His Past Lives was a surprise winner of the Golden 

Palm at the Cannes film festival. Jury president Tim 

Burton praised the film’s completely original take on 

elements from the fantasy genre. He also said that 

the film gives a specific insight into Thai culture, “at a 

time when films from different countries are starting to 

resemble one another.”

Biography 

Apichatpong Weerasethakul (born in Bangkok in 1970) 

holds a degree in architecture and a Master of Fine 

Arts in filmmaking. He began making film and video 

shorts in 1994. Apichatpong has also mounted many 

exhibitions and installations since 1998. In 2007 The 

Thai Ministry of Culture awarded Apichatpong with 

one of Thailand’s most important awards for visual 

artists, the Silpatorn Award. Weerasethakul has come 

to be recognized as one of the most original voices in 

Asian and world cinema with his films have winning 

numerous festival prizes: Tropical Malady won the 

Cannes Jury Prize. His feature Syndromes and a 

Century was the first Thai competition film at the 

Venice Film Festival. His last film Uncle Boonmee Who 

Can Recall His Past Lives won the Golden Palm at 

Cannes. 

Filmography - Features
2010 Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives 

(Lung Boonmee Raluek Chat) 

2006 Syndromes and a Century (Sang Sattawat)  

2004 Tropical Malady (Sud Pralad)  

2003 The Adventure of Iron Pussy (Huajai Toranong)  

2002 Blissfully Yours (Sud Sanaeha)

2000 Mysterious Object at Noon (Dokfar Nai Meu Marn)

Filmography - seleCted	shorts
2009 A Letter to Uncle Boonmee  

2008 Vampire/ Mobile Men  

2007 Luminous People  

2006 The Anthem 

2005 Worldly Desires

loong boonmee raleuk chat

uncle boonmee who can recall 
his past lives

apichatpong weerasethakul 
thailand, england, germany, 
france, spain

2010
113
35mm

thai

dutch

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

woman on Fire looks For water

awards
Special Mention Award (Cinemanila Film Festival 2009)

synopsis
A tender story about a father and son, their relationship 

with one another and their relationships with the 

women in their lives. Young Ah Fei lives with his father, 

Ah Kau, in a small Malaysian coastal resort, earning his 

living from the dying profession of fishing. Ah Kau feels 

his life drawing to its close and decides to visit the 

woman who was once the love of his life, and whom he 

had wanted to marry, in a neighbouring village. 

Ah Fei is also wrestling with love. The girl of his dreams 

will only marry him if he can earn more money than 

what he can presently scrape together catching and 

selling frogs. He finds work in a factory, but soon faces 

a dilemma when the factory boss suggests he marry 

his daugter. While his father still regrets a decision from 

his youth, Ah Fei seems to be heading for the same 

mistake. 

The fishing village is attractively filmed with a great eye 

for detail, although Woo also doesn’t shy away from the 

‘ugly’ aspects of this authentic location.

Biography	
Born in 1976 in Malaysia, Woo Ming Jin’s work as 

a filmmaker and photographer has garnered him a 

reputation as one of East Asia’s most promising talents. 

His first film Monday Morning Glory screened in Berlin 

and Locarno, while his second, Elephant and the Sea, 

won awards in Torino, Seoul, Portugal and Spain, and 

was hailed by Variety magazine as a “brilliant, striking 

new voice on the East Asian scene”. The film was a 

huge festival success, screening in more than 50 film 

festivals worldwide. Woman on Fire Looks for Water, 

played at Venice and Rotterdam, among other festivals. 

Woo Ming Jin’s latest production The Tiger Factory is 

only the third film in Malaysian history to be selected to 

the Cannes Film Festival.

Filmography - Features
2010 The Tiger Factory

2009 Woman on Fire Looks for Water

2007 The Elephant and the Sea

2005 Salon

2005 Lampu merah mati (Monday Morning Glory)

Filmography - shorts
2009 15Malaysia (‘Slovak Sling: A Guide To Bribery’)

2008 Kurus (Days of the Turquoise Sky)

2007 Blue Roof 

2005 It’s Possible Your Heart Cannot Be Broken

2003 Love for Dogs

woman on fire looks for water

woman on fire looks for water

woo ming jin

malaysia

2009
98
digibeta

cantonese, mandarin 
english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white
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la yUma

la yuma 
la yuma

florence jaugey

nicaragua, mexico, spain, france

2009
91
digibeta

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

awards
Best Debut Film and Best Actress (Guadalajara 

Mexican Film Festival 2009) 

synopsis
La Yuma, the first fiction feature to emerge from 

Nicaragua in 20 years, gives an insight into the life of 

a young woman with few prospects, but with a very 

strong will. 18-year-old Yuma’s biggest dream is to 

become a fantastic boxer. In the ring, she can find a 

release for the pent-up aggression caused by living in 

the slums of Managua, her loveless family life and her 

friends, who are throwing their lives away with petty 

crime.

Her dreams of a boxing career are the only option for 

Yuma to give a more favorable outcome to her future. 

Her persistence is repaid when famous boxing teacher 

Polvorita takes her under his wing.

By chance, she then meets journalism student Ernesto. 

In spite of their differences, they feel an affinity through 

their shared desire to find a place for themselves in 

the world. Love blossoms between them, but also 

leads to tension: Yuma’s ex-boyfriend gets jealous and 

threatens to teach Ernesto a lesson. 

While Yuma is successful in the boxing ring, her private 

life gets ever more bleak. She realizes that it is time to 

take matters into her own hands.

Biography		
Florence Jaugey was born in 1959 in Nice, France. 

She studied drama in France at the École Nationale 

Supérieure des Arts et Tecniques du Théâtre. For the 

next ten years, she engaged as an actress in several 

theater and film productions. In 1990, together with 

Frank Pineda, a Nicaraguan filmmaker, they set up 

Camila Films Production Company, directing and 

producing several short and documentary films. From 

1993 to 1995, she lived in Mexico working as a drama 

teacher and in 1995 returned to Nicaragua to work with 

several Camila Films productions

In 1998 her short film Cinema Alcázar was the winner 

of the Silver Berlin Bear. In 2002 Florence Jaugey 

won the Authors Society Award in Cinéma du Réel 

Documentary Film Festival in Paris. 

Filmography - Features
2009 La Yuma

2007 Managua, Nicaragua is a Beautiful Town

2006 De niña a madre (Girls to Mothers: episodes 1 & 2)

2005 Historia de Rosa (Rosa’s Story)

2001 La isla de los niños perdidos (Island of Lost 

Children)

1999 El día que me quieres (The day you love me)

1997 El que todo lo puede (The Almighty One)

1992 La hora de los generales (The hour of the 

Generals) 

Filmography - shorts
1997 Cinema Alcázar

1991 Muerto de miedo (Scared to Death)

Honey (Bal) 

bal

honey 
semih kaplanoglu

turkey

2010
103
35mm

turkish

dutch

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

awards
Golden Bear & Prize of the Ecumenical Jury (Berlin 

International Film Festival 2010)

synopsis
Six-year-old Yusuf lives with his parents in a remote 

mountainous area. His father, a beekeeper, hangs his 

beehives in the highest trees and then climbs them, 

like an acrobat, to harvest the honey. Yusuf admires 

his father and likes to accompany him to the wood; 

a mysterious place, where he gets to know all the 

sounds, colours, odours and tastes.  

As close as Yusuf is to his father, at school he feels 

extremely lonely. A disturbing dream causes him to 

suddenly start stuttering, overnight. He becomes even 

more concerned when his father decides to move to 

an even higher wood, as all his bees have suddenly 

swarmed away. Days pass without a sign of life from 

him. Yusuf, who now no longer speaks at all, decides 

to go and look for his father, and sets off on a journey 

into the unknown.

Winner of a Golden Bear, Honey (Bal) is the third part 

of Kaplanoglu’s Yusuf trilogy. As in the previous parts, 

the director refrains from using music, allowing the 

emotional world to be created entirely through the 

atmospheric images and ambient sound.

Biography
Semih Kaplanoglu (born in 1963, Turkey) studied at the 

film and television school at Dokuz Eylül University in 

Izmir. He made several award-winning commercials 

and directed the 52-episode television series Sehnaz 

tango, of which he also wrote the screenplay. 

Kaplanoglu is one of the most profiled writers/directors/

producers of present-day filmmaking in Turkey. His 

feature début, Away from Home, was 

screened worldwide and Angel’s Fall received several 

international awards. After that he started working on 

his so-called ‘Yusuf trilogy’, which traces the origins 

of a soul. All parts have been included in the World 

Cinema Amsterdam programme: Egg, Milk and Honey, 

see page 48.

Filmography - Features
2010 Honey (Bal)

2008 Milk (Süt)

2007 Egg (Yumurta) 

2004 Melegin Düsüsü (Angel’s Fall)

2000 Herkes kendi evinde (Away from Home)

1993 Asansör (Elevator)

Filmography - shorts
1988 Mimar sinan (The Architect)

1987 Old Houses, Old Masters

1984 Mobapp

�

�
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año Uña Jonás Cuarón

CinCo días sin nora Mariana 

Chenillo 

CoCHoCHi Laura Amelia Guzmán, 

Israel Cárdenas 

Japón Carlos Reygadas

lake taHoe Fernando Eimbcke norteado Rigoberto Pérezcano párpados azUles Ernesto Contreras

perpetUUm moBile Nicolás Pereda y tU mamá tamBién Alfonso Cuarón

revolUCión 10 filmmakers: Fernando Eimbcke, Mariana Chenillo, Patricia Riggen, Gael García Bernal, Amat 

Escalante, Carlos Reygadas, Gerardo Naranjo, Rodrigo Plá, Diego Luna, Rodrigo García

alamar Pedro González-Rubio amores perros Alejandro González 

Iñárritu

aBel Diego Luna

mexiCan landsCapes - index

Feature	Films	

segUir siendo: CaFé taCvBa Ernesto 

Contreras, José Manuel Cravioto

Havanyork Luciano Larobina

speCial	sCreenings	/	late	night
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The Mexican National Cinemateque (Cineteca Nacional 

de México) is very honoured that Mexico has been 

invited to attend World Cinema Amsterdam 2010 

with the special programme Mexican Landscapes: a 

selection of recent short and feature-length films from 

what has been described as “New Mexican Cinema.” 

If we were asked to describe this cinema, we should 

firstly state that it is universal; it has a clear identity 

of its own; it is the result of a cinematography born 

simultaneously with the Mexican Revolution at the 

beginning of the twentieth century and today; and 

that it is vital, alive and internationally competitive. 

Mexican cinema offers the world a form of autonomous 

expression, images from which have already been 

accepted into the world’s iconography. 

One hundred years ago, when the first travelling 

filmmakers (such as Lumière’s salesman Gabriel Veyre) 

came to Mexico, they encountered audiences eager 

to see these “views”, shown in dark projection rooms. 

This hunger for more films made Mexico one of the 

world’s greatest consumers of “reels”. This was the 

result not only of a general fascination with a new art 

form, but also a new way of seeing reality: audiences 

wanted to see what was happening in their own world, 

in this case the Mexican Revolution. Thanks to the 

cameras of Salvador Toscano and other film pioneers, 

today we can still see the rise and fall of revolutionary 

figures such as Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata.  

Mexico has the oldest film industry in Latin America, 

and the first to obtain international recognition. In 

1930, Sergei Eisenstein came to Mexico to film his 

great mosaic ¡que	viva	mexiCo! He wanted to transmit to 

audiences the true images of a vital people who had 

just gone through a violent revolution; unfortunately, he 

was never able to complete this work, but nevertheless 

he and his film have become part of Mexico’s visual 

heritage.

Hollywood is geographically quite close to Mexico, and 

in the 1920s Mexican actors such as Ramón Novarro, 

Dolores del Rio and Lupita Tovar were recruited to act 

in silent films there. But the arrival of the talkies forced 

many of them to return home, where they became 

popular figures. In 1931, Mexico’s first sound film, 

santa, was a huge success, and marks the beginning 

of a real film industry. Fernando de Fuentes’ alla	en	el	

ranCho	grande (1936), a great musical comedy, was the 

first in a long list of films filled with handsome young 

men and women living in rustic “haciendas”, singing all 

day long, accompanied by Mariachi bands or romantic 

guitars. This film brought Mexico’s first international 

award, for Gabriel Figueroa’s photography at the Venice 

film festival in 1938, thus opening the rest of Latin 

America up to Mexican movies. De Fuentes was also 

responsible for the famous trilogy on the Revolution (el	

prisionero	treCe,	el	Compadre	mendoZa	and	¡vamos	Com	

panCho	villa!!). His work paved the way for Mexico’s 

Golden Age of cinema in the 1940s.

The eye and lens of Gabriel Figueroa gave our 

landscape its light and shadows. His photography – in 

over two hundred films – was also an essential feature 

of Emilio Fernandez’s films, such as María Candelaria. 

The images created by the duo Fernandez-Figueroa 

became synonymous with Mexico and now, over 

sixty years later, people all over the world still imagine 

Mexico as looking like one of these movies. Films such 

as the ones programmed in Mexican Landscapes will 

show audiences new ways of seeing Mexico, as well as 

new landscapes. 

During World War II, Hollywood was devoted to the war 

effort and the United States helped Mexico feed movie 

theaters in Latin America by selling it large amounts 

of negative film, and allowing Mexico to penetrate 

Latin American audiences. For several years, Mexican 

cinema was number one in this region of the world, 

and local production rose above 100 films a year. As 

the war ended, however, Hollywood began once more 

to produce hundreds of movies, and initiated fierce 

competition to recuperate its lost markets. 

Luis Buñuel arrived in Mexico from Europe, via New 

York, in 1946, and stayed until his death. Although 

his “Mexican” movies were considered minor films in 

Europe, los	olvidados (1950) represented a successful 

comeback to international festivals, both for him 

personally and for Mexico. Buñuel made twenty-two 

movies in Mexico, and remains a great inspiration to 

aspiring young filmmakers.

During the 1950s, television started to spread all over 

the world, heralding a worldwide decline in visits to 

cinemas to which Mexico was no exception. Over 

the next twenty years, foreign markets were lost, 

union restrictions and a lack of creative entrepreneurs 

meant no new directors emerged, and those films 

that were produced were mostly very bad, alienating 

cinemagoers even more. Even today, people still love 

to watch old Mexican films on television, but chose 

to go to expensive multiplex theaters to see American 

movies. 

In the late 1960s, the Mexican government began 

to control the finance, distribution and exhibition 

of Mexican films, and in 1972 three state-owned 

production companies were set up, promoting the 

exhibition of Mexican films in theaters that had 

previously been devoted to foreign films. This short-

lived experiment brought forth a new generation of 

filmmakers (such as Arturo Ripstein, Felipe Cazals 

and Jaime Humberto Hermosillo), who made movies 

that explored real social and political problems. 

Even though audiences were once more going to 

the movies to watch Mexican films, this project was 

completely dismantled by the next government, in 

1976. Fortunately, two film schools had recently come 

into existence: CUEC, administered by Mexico’s largest 

public university (UNAM) and CCC, financed directly 

by the Mexican government. In the years that followed, 

these helped a new generation of talented Mexican 

filmmakers emerge: young men and women interested 

in new technologies and global trends, yet at the same 

time concerned with the reality that surrounded them. 

When Mexico signed the North American Free Trade 

Agreement with the United States in 1992, it was not 

able to include its cinema in a cultural exemption 

clause (as Canada was), thus leaving the Mexican 

film industry unprotected against competition from 

Hollywood and multimillion-budgeted films with their 

overwhelming publicity campaigns. In spite of all these 

handicaps, the 1990s saw several Mexican movies 

become box office successes. Movies such as Como	

agua	para	ChoColate, a film by Alfonso Arau loved by 

audiences not only in Mexico, but also in the United 

States. This success made young filmmakers aware 

that, in order to become world famous, they had to 

look abroad. Three filmmakers went global: Alejandro 

González Iñarritu, Alfonso Cuarón and Guillermo del 

Toro, who became known as the ‘Three amigos’. They 

not only made many successful films abroad, but also 

learned how to set up successful co-productions. 

A younger generation of filmmakers, such as those 

participating in Rialto’s World Cinema Amsterdam 

2010, is following in their footsteps, and thus heralding 

a new era for Mexican Cinema.

Paula Astorga Riestra

General Director

Cineteca Nacional

new mexiCan Cinema presentation
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Mexican film production has remained surprisingly 

stable in recent years (at seventy films a year, 

as opposed to an average of two dozen in any 

particular year during the past decade). This is a 

result of new policies that grant tax deductions to 

enterprises investing in cinema. The immediate result 

of this financial support has been an increase in 

the number of films produced, but not necessarily 

in the artistic quality of these. Many investors were 

somewhat discouraged by the poor box office returns 

on investment from some of the films they initially 

supported, while in their highly personal creations, 

many young filmmakers offer a kind of cinema that 

has little appeal to large audiences. This leads to a 

vicious circle in which cinema can only be effectively 

supported if it complies with Hollywood’s narrative 

formulas, the pattern of entertainment most prominent 

on Mexican screens (in close to ninety percent of films). 

It is an unfortunate fact that many local distributors 

show a steady reluctance to promote independant 

Mexican cinema, focusing their attention instead on 

local productions from directors who have a proven 

track record in grasping the advantages and solid 

rewards of making light entertainment. 

For long periods in recent history – namely the fruitful 

decades of the 1970s and 1990s – the government 

played a key role in financing and promoting Mexican 

cinema. The work of many filmmakers did in fact 

contribute to enhancing the idea of a booming film 

industry and of official commitment to favouring the 

arts. This idea of the state as a benefactor of national 

culture was highly publicized, both domestically and 

abroad, and in many ways it still is. However, since the 

turn of the new century, a conservative government has 

displayed an increasing detachment from such efforts. 

This government’s claims to be defending the local 

film industry have repeatedly been called inconsistent 

and erratic, if not merely rhetorical, by many movie 

professionals: particularly in relation to the need to 

renegotiate the NAFTA in order to legally control 

the growing presence of American films, and thus 

guarantee better conditions for the distribution and 

exhibition of local works. As a result of this situation, 

the Mexican film industry is still stagnating and local 

talents go in search of better working conditions 

abroad; and all this in spite of official statistics that 

celebrate a dubious recovery in film production. 

As some independant filmmakers put it, the true 

accomplishment is not to produce seventy films a year, 

but to create a legal framework in which to secure the 

survival of these at the box office. 

Nowadays, a good number of Mexican films are of 

sufficient quality to deserve and justify greater official 

support. Not only do they succeed in attracting 

attention and multiple rewards at international 

film festivals, but they have also proved efficient 

at developing new strategies for joint finance and 

alternative distribution. Nevertheless, these are isolated 

efforts that can hardly contribute to truely strenghtening 

the national film industry. Tellingly enough, some 

titles in recent production betray the prevailing mood 

of disenchantment among film creators, concerning 

both their own difficulties in producing their film, and 

the collective moral strain produced by the economic 

crisis. However, these titles also demonstrate a 

remarkable variety of themes and artistic resources. 

The selection of recent Mexican films for the Rialto 

World Cinema Festival offers a clear indication of the 

force and youthfulness of an artistic form that steadily 

blooms amidst unfavorable conditions. 

As a constrast to the grim views of Mexican society, 

comedy has recently undergone an unexpected 

revival. One of the most surprising examples being 

Rigoberto Pérezcano’s directorial debut in a fiction 

film, norteado; the story of Antonio, a man who 

after several unsuccessful attempts to cross the US 

border remains trapped in the combined efforts at 

seduction engineered by two women living in the 

frontier town of Tijuana. After resisting this double 

amorous assault, Antonio tries once again to cross 

the border. Illegal migration, a subject often dealt 

with in very dramatic terms, here finds a more festive 

expression which is both artistically accomplished and 

entertaining. Another filmmaker exercising an original 

brand of humor is Nicolás Pereda. His most recent 

film, perpetuum	moBile, is a sharp comment on life 

in a popular neigbourhood in Mexico City, summed 

up by the experience of two youngsters working for 

a removals service. As they meet a wide range of 

characters, urban reality unfolds through ironic glimpes 

of corruption and the continuous struggle for economic 

postCards From a new mexiCan Cinema

survival. aBel, the first fiction film by actor and producer 

Diego Luna, explores the strange relationship and living 

arrangements of an autistic nine-year-old child and 

his relatives through a combination of comedy and 

drama. Watching old Mexican movies on televisión, 

Abel surprisingly overcomes his psychological 

condition and adopts the behavior and habits of a 

grown man. He creates a world of fantasy in which he 

lords it over his own family, seducing and submitting 

to his mother, defying his father, tutoring his brothers, 

and thus upsetting the moral foundations of the 

traditional family. Ernesto Contreras’ párpados	aZules 

is a bittersweet comedy. After winning a luxury trip 

for two to the wonderful Salamandra beach, a young 

employee discovers she has no one to share her good 

fortune with. By accident, she meets an extremely 

bashful man working for an insurance company, who 

is inventive enough to make her believe that they were 

at school together. Whether she buys this white lie or 

not is finally irrelevant. They both pretend to believe 

in a better sentimental future and throw themselves 

into an adventure that for a while cancels out the 

grim reality of their daily lives. Following on from the 

enormous success of temporada	de	patos, young 

filmmaker Fernando Eimbcke explores the heart and 

mind of a teenager with artistry and good humor in 

Lake Tahoe, a moving tale of a coming of age in a small 

village. This subtle comedy depicts the discovery of 

sex and the experience of mourning. It is one of the 

most sensitive and accomplished releases in recent 

Mexican cinema. Also dealing with the experience of 

death and the process of mourning, Mariana Chenillo’s 

CinCo	días	sin	nora is an enjoyable comedy set among 

Mexico City’s Jewish community. Black humor presides 

over the funeral of respectable Nora, a divorcee who, 

after fourteen failed attempts, succeeds in commiting 

suicide while managing to organize her own departure 

ceremony as a perfect nightmare for her ex-husband. A 

tale of revenge and candid reconciliation enlivened by 

some remarkable performances. 

Alongside these comedies, in its Mexican Landscapes 

section, the Rialto World Festival offers quality films 

dealing with drama and tragedy. amores	perros, 

Alejandro González Iñarritu’s powerful directorial debut, 

is a narrative tryptich that shows urban violence and 

solitude through the stories of three men dealing with 

the experience of failure. A dramatic statement on 

the frailty of masculine values, this film was widely 

aclaimed, both domestically and abroad. Alfonso 

Cuarón’s y	tu	mamá	tamBién enjoyed similar success 

as it blended, in its road-movie narrative structure, the 

coming of age of two young rascals and their sudden 

confrontation with the harsh realities of sickness, 

death and loneliness. A melancholic man in his forties 

walks relentlessly into suicide in Carlos Reygadas’s 

first long feature, Japón, only to discover in the process 

the warmth of a sexual encounter with an elderly 

female peasant. This is an unsettling movie by one the 

most talented filmmakers working in Mexico today. 

In alamar, Pedro González Rubio offers another tale 

of melancholic restlessness with the story of a man 

who undertakes a journey back to his ancestral roots, 

accompanied by his young son, from whom he soon 

becomes detached. Away from these deceptively quiet 

rural landscapes, a young filmmaker born in Argentina 

explores the musical rhythms of two cities, Havana 

and New York, in his first feature-length documentary, 

havanyork; a remarkable chronicle of the origins and 

social impact of Latin hip hop music, and a vibrant 

tribute to music as the uncharted language of racial 

minorities both in United States and the Caribbean. 

Among the Mexican short films presented at the 

Rialto World Festival, the beauty and quality of Carlos 

Armella’s tierra	y	pan, Elisa Miller’s ver	llover and 

Rubén Rojo’s Carretera	del	norte stand out: fine 

examples of short film narrative at its best.

A new generation of talented film artists have 

chosen to work in Mexico, in spite of the current 

financial hindrances, and to explore various 

strategies for production and distribution, while 

attending international film festivals in order to obtain 

recognition and visibility. The fact that very few of 

the films mentioned above have managed to remain 

at the national box office for more than two weeks, 

while other routine works of dubious quality clearly 

outnumber them and are becoming the most reliable 

products for distributors and exhibitors alike, gives 

a rough hint of the extent of the current crisis in the 

Mexican film industry.      

Carlos Bonfil
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revolUCión

Ten voices at the forefront of Mexican cinema join 

together to celebrate the hundredth anniversary of the 

Mexican Revolution. 

In 1910, amid rampant political and social unrest 

in Mexico, revolutionaries rose up against the 

government. This November, one hundred years later, 

and again amid political and social strife, Mexico 

City’s Zocalo Square will once again resound with the 

celebratory cry of the Mexican Revolution. Adding their 

voices to the cries are the makers of Revolución, an 

extraordinary omnibus of ten short films by Mexico’s 

top talents, each of whom provide perspectives as 

distinctive as the ideals of the revolutionaries who 

fought together so long ago.

From the quiet to the fierce, the poignant to the 

political, Revolución casts a colourful and caustic 

eye over today’s Mexico: a country bursting with 

social contradictions and bold cinematic talent. 

As the directors present their individual takes on 

their homeland, our appreciation for the country 

deepens, even when the film brings into question 

rarely examined issues of long-standing traditions 

and blind patriarchy. Backed by the Mexican Film 

Institute, who granted the filmmakers complete creative 

control, Revolución captures the complex character of 

contemporary Mexico.

la Bienvenida / tHe welComing Fernando Eimbcke 

The story of a village expecting the arrival of a special 

guest.

Fernando Eimbcke made his first feature film in 2004 

and was awarded many times, for Duck Season (2004) 

and Lake Tahoe (2008). 

lindo y qUerido / BeaUtiFUl & Beloved Patricia Riggen

Elisa’s father’s last wish is to be buried in Mexico. She 

doesn’t understand why her father wants to be buried 

in that country...

Patricia Riggen directed her first film La misma luna 

which was a success at Sundance and Toronto 2007.

lUCio Gael Garcia Bernal

Lucio is preparing his flag salute for school. The visit 

of his cousin Omar will make him reflect on the true 

meaning of patriotic actions and symbols.

Gael García Bernal is one of the actors of Amores 

perros. He directed his first film Deficit in 2007.

el CUra niColas Colgado / tHe Hanging priest

Amat Escalante

A boy and a girl on a donkey rescue a priest hanging 

from a tree. He will take them to a new place.

Amat Escalante is the former assistant of Carlos 

Reygadas. A self-taught filmmaker, he was a guest 

of the Cannes film festival Sangre (2005) and Los 

bastardos (2008).

este es mi reino / tHis is my kingdom Carlos Reygadas

A group of good Mexican people and some friends of 

other nations come together to celebrate a feast on the 

countryside.

Carlos Reygadas film Japón (2002) won the Camera 

d’Or Special Mention at Cannes, in competition in 

Cannes were Batalla en el cielo and Stellet licht (Jury 

Price 2007).

la tiena de raya / tHe estate store Mariana Chenillo

Before the Revolution, some employees were being 

paid with vouchers redeemable only in stores 

known as “Estate Stores”... 

Mariana Chenillo directed her first film Cinco dias sin 

Nora in 2008, which won twenty international awards.

r-100 Gerardo Naranjo

Two workers, the Turc and the Rat, run away from their 

violent past. When they reach the highway, they have 

to take a risk to continue. 

Gerardo Naranjo’s film The Good Times Kid screened in 

Cannes in 2006 and I’m Gonna Explode in Venice Film 

Festival in 2008.

30/30 Rodrigo Plá

In present times respect for our Revolution has been 

forgotten, its celebration has become a stage for 

politicians

Rodrigo Plá’s films The Zone (2007), and The Desert 

Within (2008), have received international awards.

 

paCiFiCo Diego Luna

After having had another heated fight with the mother 

of his child, Daniel goes to his beachside property in 

search of his lost dreams and memories...

Diego Luna, the actor of Y tu mamá también (2001) and 

Milk (2008), became a well known director with his first 

film Abel in 2009.

la 7tH y alvarado / 7tH and alvarado Rodrigo García

The ghosts of the “revolucionarios” visit downtown Los 

Angeles.

Rodrigo Garcia is a cross-over director straddling 

art film and commercial cinema: Things You Can Tell 

Just by Looking at Her’ (1999), Nine Lives (2005), 

Passengers (2008), Mother and Child (2009).

revolución

revolución

r. plá, a. escalante, c. reygadas, 
m. chenillo, p. riggen, g. g. 
bernal, d. luna, g. naranjo, r. 
garcía, f. eimbcke
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AlAmAr 

awards
Feature Film Competition Award & Audience Award 

(Morelia International Film Festival, Mexico, 2009)

Grand Jury Prize (Miami Film Festival 2010)

Tiger Award (Rotterdam International Film Festival 

2010)

synopsis
Alamar is the first solo directorial credit for 

cinematographer Pedro González-Rubio. A man from 

Mexico travels to Italy and falls in love with a beautiful 

local woman. Their feelings for one another are strong, 

but prove to be short-lived. After they decide to break 

up (following the birth of their son, Natan), he returns 

to Mexico while she stays in Italy and takes custody 

of the child. However, the father strives to maintain a 

presence in his son’s life, and the boy visits his father 

at least once a year. When five-year-old Natan travels 

to Mexico, his father has joined the family’s fishing 

operation near Banco Chinchorro, part of the world’s 

second-largest barrier reef. Living in an elevated 

cottage near the shore, they devote their summer to 

an idyllic existence, spending their days catching fish 

and their nights sitting by the fire admiring the stars. 

To the father, this simple life teaches an important 

lesson in existing in peace with the natural world, and 

Natan comes to see himself as being as much a part 

of this environment as the fish, the waterfowl and the 

seaweed. 

Biography	
Pedro González-Rubio is a Mexican filmmaker born in 

Brussels. His initiation to visual arts came at the age 

of 16 while living in New Delhi. He studied media in 

Mexico before attending the London Film School. He 

worked as a cinematographer on the film Nacido sin by 

Eva Norvind. His documentary directorial debut, Toro 

negro, received several awards including the Horizons 

Award in San Sebastian. Alamar is his feature fiction 

film debut which nonetheless remains true to real life. 

Filmography - Features
2009 Alamar (To the Sea)

 2007 Common Ground

2007 Nacido sin (Born Without)

2005 Toro negro

speCial	sCreening	oF	alamar	on	Thursday 12 augusT	
with	talkshow	in	Cooperation	with	la	Chispa.

amores perros

love’s a bitch 
alejandro gonzález iñárritu

mexico

2000
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Amores perros 

awards
Audience Award (AFI Fest, Los Angeles, 2000) 

Cannes Film Festival (Critics Week Grand Prize & 

Young Critics Award 2000)

Gold Hugo & Audience Choice Award (Chicago 

International Film Festival 2000)

Tokyo Grand Prix & Best Director Award (Tokyo 

International Film Festival 2000)

synopsis
Amores perros roughly translates as ‘love’s a bitch’: 

an apt summary of this remarkable film’s exploration 

of passion, loss and the fragility of our lives. In telling 

three stories connected by one traumatic incident, 

Mexican director Alejandro González Iñárritu uses 

an intricate screenplay by novelist Guillermo Arriaga 

to make three movies in close orbit to one another, 

expressing the notion that we are defined by what we 

lose: from our loves to our family, our innocence, or 

even our lives. These interwoven tales – about a young 

man in love with his brother’s pregnant wife, a perfume 

saleswoman and her married lover, and a scruffy 

vagrant who doubles as a hired killer – are united by a 

devastating car crash that provides the film’s narrative 

nexus, as well as by the many dogs the characters 

own or care for. There is graphic violence, including 

controversial dog fighting scenes that prompted a 

disclaimer that these were harmless and carefully 

supervised, but what finally emerges from Amores 

perros is a uniquely conceptual portrait of people we 

come to know through their relationship with dogs. 

The film is simultaneously bleak, cynical, insightful and 

compassionate, with layers of meaning that are sure to 

reward multiple viewings.

Biography	
Alejandro González Iñárritu was born in México City, 

Mexico, in 1963. His first feature Amores perros 

became a major hit at its release at the Festival de 

Cannes in 2000, where it received the award of the 

best film by the Semaine de la Critique, and went on 

to huge worldwide success. It also earned an Oscar 

nomination for best foreign movie. This success 

opened the doors of Hollywood to Alejandro. His 

second feature, 21 Grams, was also written by Arriaga, 

was shot in English and starred Sean Penn, Benicio Del 

Toro and Naomi Watts. Del Toro and Watts received 

Academy Award nominations for their participation.

Filmography - Features
2010 Biutiful

2006 Babel

2003 21 Grams 

2000 Amores perros

Filmography - shorts
2007 Chacun son cinéma (To Each His Own Cinema) 

(segment ‘Anna’)

2002 September 11 (segment ‘Mexico’)

1996 El timbre

alamar

to the sea

pedro gonzález-rubio

mexico
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awards
Special Artistic Achievement (Thessaloniki Film Festival 

2007)

synopsis
Well-known director Alfonso Cuaron’s son Jonás 

helmed this drama, one of the most unusual features to 

emerge on the international scene in quite some time.

Año uña is the fictional story of an impossible romance 

between 21-year-old American Molly and Diego, a 

Mexican in the throes of puberty. Molly travels to 

Mexico, where she rents a room in Diego’s house. A 

close relationship immediately develops between the 

two. Diego, who had previously been consumed by 

desire for his cousin, Emilia, redirects his obsession 

after Molly arrives. Molly enjoys Diego’s flirtations, 

finding in them the attention and respect missing 

from her relationships with previous boyfriends. The 

relationship continues to grow until Molly returns to 

New York. Diego decides to run away and win over 

Molly, whose tenderness for him has turned into 

attraction. Jonás uncovers the film’s theme – the 

passage of time and the impermanence of things – by 

superimposing this imagined story over photographs 

of real moments: his brother Diego entering puberty; 

birthdays and funerals; hospitals; animal surgery, the 

illness and death of his grandfather.

Biography
Born in Mexico City in 1983, Jonás Cuarón received his 

B.F.A. in Fine Arts from New York’s Vassar College. In 

2001, Jonás co-wrote and co-directed his first short 8 

Stories with Colt Haussman, which was awarded Best 

Film in the U.S. National High School Film Festival. In 

2003, he co-wrote and directed the short Un Disparejo. 

In 2007, Jonás directed The Shock Doctrine, a short 

film by Alfonso Cuarón and Naomi Klein, about Klein’s 

book of the same name, which premiered at the 2007 

Corto Cortissimo section of the Venice Film Festival. 

Also in 2007, Jonás completed Año uña, which he 

wrote, directed, co-produced and edited. It is his first 

feature-length film, and was selected to screen at the 

2007 Venice Film Festival’s Critic’s Week.

Filmography - Features
2007 Año Uña (Year of the Nail)

Filmography - shorts
2007 The Shock Doctrine 

2003 Un Disparejo (Ro-Sham-Bo)

2001 8 Stories

CinCo díAs sin norA 

awards
Audience Award (Morelia International Film Festival, 

Mexico, 2008)

Audience Award (Miami International Film Festival 2009) 

synopsis
This story begins when José finds out that Nora, 

the woman he was married to for 30 years before 

divorcing, has committed suicide. The rabbi explains 

to José that, due to the celebration of the Passover 

festivities – together with a few other factors – if Nora 

is not buried that same day, they will have to wait 

almost five days to be able to carry out the burial. 

Unfortunately, José can’t hold Nora’s funeral without 

their son being present, so he is forced to 

wait with the corpse until his son arrives. As soon 

as he is alone, José serves himself a cup of coffee 

(from a suspiciously full coffee-maker) and opens 

the refrigerator to discover that Nora has left all the 

food for the Passover dinner ready to be prepared. 

As he walks through the apartment, he realizes that a 

Machiavellian plan is operating behind all this, ensuring 

that he is there taking care of the corpse. But Nora 

missed something: a mysterious photograph left 

under the bed leads to an unexpected outcome which 

reminds us that sometimes, the greatest love stories 

are hidden in the smallest places.

Biography	
Mariana Chenillo was born in Mexico City in 1977. She 

entered the Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica 

of Mexico City in 1995, where she specialized in film 

directing. Since then, Chenillo has worked as a script 

girl, 1st assistant director, production manager, and 

production coordinator with several film directors. As a 

teacher, she has worked at the Centro counseling in 

the area of direction and direction assistance, and she 

is currently in charge of the direction class of the first 

year students. Nora’s Will is Chenillo’s first feature film 

as a director and writer.

Filmography - shorts
2003 Mar Adentro (Deep Sea)

2002 En Pocas Palabras (In a Few Words)

2001 Preludio (Prelude)

cinco días sin nora

nora’s will

mariana chenillo

mexico
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CoChoChi

awards
Discovery Award (Toronto International Film Festival 

2007) 

Grand Jury Prize (Miami International Film Festival 

2008)  

Grand Prix & FIPRESCI Prize (Toulouse Latin America 

Film Festival 2008)

Grand Prize (Buenos Aires Festival Internacional de 

Cine Independiente 2008)

synopsis
Two young brothers from the La Sierra Tarahumara 

region of northwest Mexico return home from school, 

only to find fate pulling them in opposite directions. 

Evaristo and Tony have just graduated from boarding 

school. Though 12-year-old Evaristo would like nothing 

more than to continue his education, his 11-year-old 

sibling couldn’t see things more differently. Antonio 

is thrilled to be finished with school. Despite being a 

bright student, Antonio would much rather spend his 

days on the family ranch than in the classroom. They 

are assigned the task of delivering a package to a 

faraway community and lent the family horse to get 

the job done. After taking a wrong turn down a narrow 

and winding canyon, Evaristo and Antonio decide to 

tie the horse to a tree while they look for a way out. 

Upon returning some time later, the brothers discover 

the horse is missing, and decide to split up. As Antonio 

searches for the horse and Evaristo sets out to deliver 

the package, the two brothers experience a side of 

Tarahumara culture that can’t be taught in a classroom.

Biography
Born in 1980, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. 

She graduated from Altos de Chavón / The School of 

Design in the Dominican Republic, where she studied 

fine arts and photography. Guzmán then attended the 

International Film and Television School in San Antonio 

de los Baños, Cuba, specializing in cinematography. 

In 2003 she directed the short film El Paciente de la 

Uno and in 2005 the documentary Las últimas horas de 

un cerdo. She worked as a cinematographer in many 

films. 

Filmography - Features
2007 Cochochi

Filmography - shorts
2005 Las últimas horas de un cerdo

2003 El Paciente de la Uno

Biography Israel Cárdenas

Israel Cárdenas, Laura Guzmán’s husband, was born in 

1980 in Monterrey, Mexico. After participating in several 

film workshops, he set up Blueberry Films in 2001 to 

produce video clips, commercials, documentaries and 

shorts. Cochochi is their first feature film.

Filmography - Features Israel Cárdenas

2007 Cochochi

JApón

awards
Golden Camera - Special Mention (Cannes Film 

Festival 2002)

Best Director (Thessaloniki Film Festival 2002)

Mayahuel Award (Guadalajara Mexican Film Festival 

2003)

synopsis
In this drama from Mexico, a man on the brink of 

suicide regains the will to live under decidedly unusual 

circumstances. A quietly despondent man leaves 

behind the city for a journey into a quiet village in the 

valley, telling anyone who cares to know that once 

he’s settled in, he intends to kill himself. The man 

takes a room with Ascen, an elderly woman who lost 

her husband some years ago. Keeping to himself, the 

man paints, thinks and prepares himself for death, 

while Ascen slowly becomes aware of the depth of his 

depression. As Ascen’s nephew attempts to rob her of 

her share of the family estate, the man feels a desire 

to live stirring inside him again – as well as the desire 

for a woman. Improbably, the man turns to Ascen for 

physical affection and, sensing his need for comfort, 

she complies, though the seduction lacks a great deal 

in the way of romance. 

The first feature film from writer and director Carlos 

Reygadas, Japón received an enthusiastic response 

when it screened as part of the Directors’ Fortnight 

series at the 2002 Cannes Film Festival.

Biography
Born in 1971, Mexico City, Carlos Reygadas started 

making short films in 1998, after studying International 

Law in Mexico and London. After Batalla en el cielo, he 

was known for his raw depiction of sex on his films and 

the use of old or ugly characters. His full-length 

films received several nominations and awards at 

international festivals. Batalla en el cielo and Stellet 

licht were nominated for the Golden Palm in Cannes. 

Stellet licht won the jury prize in Cannes.

Filmography - Features
2007 Stellet licht (Silent Light)

2005 Batalla en el cielo (Battle in Heaven)

2001 Japón (Japan)

Filmography - shorts
2010 Revolución (segment ‘This Is My Kingdom’)

1999 Maxhumain

cochochi

cochochi

laura guzmán, israel cárdenas

mexico, england, canada
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norteAdo 

awards
Best Director (Thessaloniki Film Festival 2009)

KNF Award (Rotterdam International Film Festival 2010)

Latin Angel Jury Award (Latin American Film Festival 

Utrecht 2010)

synopsis	
Cinema’s fascination with illegal border crossings 

between Mexico and the United States gets a totally 

fresh take in Rigoberto Pérezcano’s delicately poised 

film. Focused on how life is lived precariously between 

desperate attempts to cross over, the story follows 

Andrés as he travels from Oaxaca to Tijuana in order 

to cross the US border. Things don’t go as planned, 

however, and he has to stay in Tijuana, where he starts 

working in a grocery store and gets friendly with the 

two women who run it. After each failed attempt to 

cross, Andrés returns to the store, which is located 

directly next to the enormous wall that keeps him from 

his goal, to work and sleep.

Norteado deals with the illusion that the United States 

represents for those who decide to cross the border 

in search of a better life. As relationships deepen and 

individual stories emerge, the emotional cost of the ties 

that bind is explored with great sensitivity. The sincerity 

of the storyline is balanced by liberating humour and 

breathtakingly beautiful images that give life and dignity 

to Andrés and his fellow migrants.

Biography	
Rigoberto Pérezcano is a filmmaker interested in the 

dramatic possibilities of documentary film. He studied 

studied film direction at the Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México (UNAM), and participated in 

workshops in Argentina, Cuba and the United States 

His documentary XV en Zaachila was broadcast on 

National Geographic Channel and received prizes 

at the Mexico City Contemporary International Film 

Festival and the Morelia International Film Festival, 

among others. Norteado is his first feature film.

Filmography - Features
2009 Norteado (Northless)

2002 XV en Zaachila (XV in Zaachila)

1999 El niño y sus necesidades básicas (Children and 

Their Basic Needs)

1997 Café Chico (Small Coffee)

1996 Allá nos vemos (See You There)

1995 Mi mujer y yo (My Woman and I)

lAke tAhoe 
 

awards
Golden Ariel & Silver Ariel (Mexican Ariel Awards 2009)

Alfred Bauer Award & FIPRESCI Prize (Berlin 

International Film Festival 2008)

Mayahuel Award (Guadalajara Mexican Film Festival 

2008)

synopsis
In an attempt to escape from a home where sorrow 

reigns, sixteen-year-old Juan crashes his family’s car 

into a telegraph pole on the outskirts of town. As Juan 

scours the streets searching for someone to help 

him fix the car, he meets Don Heber, an old paranoid 

mechanic whose only companion is Sica, his almost 

human boxer dog. Don Heber promises to fix the car 

as soon as Juan can find the part he needs for his 

crashed vehicle. Searching for this, Juan arrives at 

“Refaccionaria Oriente”, an auto parts store attended 

to by Lucía, a young mother who is convinced that her 

real place in life is as the lead singer in a punk band. 

While he knows about punk music, Lucía doesn’t have 

a clue about mechanics and so they must wait for 

David, “The One Who Knows”, a teenage mechanic 

obsessed with martial arts and Kung Fu philosophy. 

The absurd and bewildering worlds of these characters 

drag Juan into a one-day journey at the end of which 

he will come to accept an event as natural and 

inexplicable as death.

Biography	
Fernando Eimbcke, born in 1970 in Mexico City, is a 

film director and screenwriter. From 1992 until 1996, 

he studied film direction at the Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México (UNAM), the oldest and most 

prestigeous film school in Latin America. Eimbcke 

started his career directing music videoclips and short 

films. His feature debut in Mexican cinema was 

Temporada de patos, which won several film festival 

awards including the Mexican Ariel Award for Best 

Film. His latest film, Lake Tahoe was received positively 

at the Berlin International Film Festival, winning two 

awards.

Filmography - Features
2008 Lake Tahoe

2004 Temporada de patos (Duck Season)

Filmography - shorts
2010 Revolución (segment ‘The Welcoming’)

2005 Perro que ladra (Dog that barks)

2005 Adiós a los trampas (Goodbye to the traps)

2003 The Look of Love

2003 No sea malito (Don’t be Bad)

2002 La suerte de la fea a la bonita no le importa 

(Weightwatch)

1996 No todo es permanente (Not everything is 

permanent)

1995 ¿Perdón? (Excuse me)

1994 Disculpe las molestias (Sorry for the 

inconvenience)

1993 Alcanzar una estrella (Reaching a star)

lake tahoe

lake tahoe

fernando eimbcke

mexico
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párpAdos Azules

awards
Mezcal (Young Jury) Award & Mayahuel Award 

(Guadalajara Mexican Film Festival 2007)

Special Jury Prize (Sundance Film Festival 2008)

Silver Ariel (Ariel Awards, Mexico, 2008)

Special Jury Award & Special Mention (Miami Film 

Festival 2008)

synopsis
In this feature debut, Ernesto Contreras gently explores 

solitude and the quest for love in Mexico. Marina works 

at a uniform factory, and one day wins an all-expenses-

paid trip for two from her employer to a beach paradise 

called “Playa Salamandra”. Unfortunately, she doesn’t 

have anyone to share her prize with. When Victor 

unexpectedly presents himself to her as an old friend 

from high school, she decides to invite him to travel 

with her, even though he is a complete stranger to 

her. Together, they will find out that, in order to fall 

in love, idyllic scenarios and perfect situations are 

not important. If the necessary compatibility for love 

doesn’t exist, there is no way you can look into the 

other’s eyes with love.

Set in a modern Mexican megalopolis, the film 

showcases Contreras’s steady direction and wonderful 

performances from Cecilia Suárez and Enrique Arreola. 

Sometimes, we’re not quite sure if the characters are 

really lonely or just want to fall in love, and this is often 

demonstrated with great awkwardness. 

Biography	
Ernesto Contreras was born in 1969, Veracruz, 

Mexico. He graduated from the University Center for 

Cinematographic Studies of the National Autonomous 

University of Mexico. His short films have been 

screened in festivals around Latin America, United 

States and Europe and have received several national 

and international awards. He has been grantee of 

the National Fund for Culture and Arts, as well as the 

Rockefeller, Ford, Typa, and Toscano foundations and 

the Sundance Institute. His first feature film, Párpados 

azules won various awards and was part of the official 

selection of the 46th International Critics’ Week 

during the 60th Cannes Film Festival in 2007. In 2010, 

Contreras co-directed a documentary on the Mexican 

rock band Café Tacvba’s 20th anniversary (included in 

the World Cinema Amsterdam programme).

Filmography - Features
2010 Seguir siendo: Café Tacvba

2007 Párpados azules (Blue Eyelids)

Filmography - shorts
2005 Blanquita

2003 Los no invitados

2000 El milagro

1999 Gente pequeña

1999 Ondas hertzianas

1998 Sombras que pasan

1997 Sueño polaroid
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perpetuum mobile

awards
Films in Progress Award (International Confederation 

of Art Cinemas, an international jury composed of 

independent cinema operators, Toulouse, 2009)

Best Mexican Feature Award (Guadalajara International 

Film Festival 2010)

synopsis
With this third feature, Nicolás Pereda neatly charts 

the disintegration of the contemporary Mexican 

family, using deceptively simple dramatic devices. He 

structures the film as a loose road journey in a beat-

up van by two young amateur movers from a poor 

neighbourhood as they traverse Mexico City. One of 

the movers, Gabino, is the layabout son of a nagging, 

overweight single mother, Teresa. The contrast 

between Teresa and Gabino’s cramped apartment and 

the exteriors that Gabino and his business partner 

travel through help keep the story moving. When the 

two men drive around in the van, they feel free; leafy 

trees reflected on the windshield and ambient sounds 

adding credibility to the experience. They visit clients 

who are leaving their residences due to all manner 

of family upheavals. He constantly witnesses the 

perils and distress that others have to endure as they 

move out of their homes and out of other people’s 

lives. Gabino and his mother Teresa have a distant 

relationship, which comes to a climax when they 

stumble upon an unexpected discovery.

Biography	
Nicolás Pereda was born in Mexico City in 1982. His 

short films ‘Cycle’ and ‘This Film is not a Thriller’ have 

screened in many festivals in Europe, North America 

and South America. He has made films and videos 

for several hybrid plays and operas, which have been 

presented in Mexico and Europe. 

In 2007 he earned a Masters in Fine Arts from York 

University in Toronto, Canada. His first feature film 

¿Dónde están sus historias? won the Best Film Award 

of the Morelia International Film Festival (Mexico, 2007). 

Pereda directed two feature films in 2009: Perpetuum 

Mobile and Juntos, both included in World Cinema 

Amsterdam programme. 

Filmography - Features
2010 Todo, en fin, el silencio lo ocupaba (All Things 

Were Now Overtaken By Silence)

2009 Perpetuum Mobile

2009 Juntos (Together)

2007 ¿Dónde están sus historias?

Filmography - shorts
2008 Entrevista con la tierra

2006 This Film is not a Triller

2005 Cycle
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Y tu mAmá tAmbién 

awards
Best Screenplay (Venice Film Festival 2001)

synopsis
Like the lives of most seventeen-year old boys, 

the lives of Julio and Tenoch are controlled by their 

hormones, their friendship, and by their headlong rush 

into adulthood.

During a festive afternoon with their families, they 

meet Luisa, a twenty-eight year old Spaniard, and 

flirt with her with all the style and grace seventeen-

year old boys are known for. As a joke, they invite 

her to accompany them on a road trip to a beach 

called ‘Boca del Cielo’ (Heaven’s Mouth), neglecting 

to mention that they wouldn’t know where to find it, 

even if it did actually exist. Luisa humours the boys, 

they go their separate ways, and the incident is quickly 

forgotten.Luisa, however, receives some heartbreaking 

news and, in need of a change in her environment, 

tracks the boys down and accepts their offer. The three 

hit the road together, their destination not so much 

‘Boca del Cielo’ but that strange, elusive place in our 

lives where innocence, sexuality and friendship collide, 

and adulthood lies in wait to pick up the pieces.

Biography	
Alfonso Cuarón was born in Mexico City in 1961, 

studied both filmmaking and philosophy at the National 

Autonomous University of Mexico. After graduating, 

Cuaron worked for television in Mexico and eventually 

landed his first big-screen directorial assignment in 

1991, Sólo Con Tu Pareja. A few years later, in 1995, 

Cuarón released his first feature film produced in the 

United States, A Little Princess. In 2001, he shot Y tu 

mamá también in Mexico with a Spanish-speaking 

cast. The film’s open portrayal of sexuality and frequent 

rude humor, as well as the politically and socially 

relevant asides, made the film an international hit and a 

major success with critics. Cuarón shared an Academy 

Award nomination for Best Original Screenplay with 

co-writer and brother Carlos Cuarón.

Filmography - Features
2006 Children of Men

2001 Y tu mamá también

2004 Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

1998 Great Expectations

1995 A Little Princess

1991 Sólo con tu pareja (Only with Your Partner)

Filmography - shorts
2007 The Shock Doctrine

2007 The Possibility of Hope

2006 Paris, je t’aime (segment ‘Parc Monceau’)

1983 Who’s He Anyway

1983 Vengeance Is Mine

Abel 

synopsis
Y tu mamá también star Diego Luna stepped behind 

the camera to direct this warm drama about a young 

boy whose emotional problems take him in an 

unexpected direction. Abel, a nine-year-old boy, has 

stopped talking since his father left home. No one in 

the household is sure what to do for Abel or how they 

should behave around him; a stay in a mental hospital 

does little to ground him. One day, his mother collects 

him from the psychiatric ward, hoping not to upset 

him. She carefully discusses with Abel’s teacher how 

to deal with the absence of his father. The entire family 

is walking on eggshells, worrying about Abel breaking 

down. But things take an interesting turn when the 

little boy emphatically carves out a new role for himself 

in the family – the role of father of the house. Abel 

transforms the fear his family has about his episodes 

into the respect due to the head of the household. 

Oddly enough, it works! At least, until a stranger shows 

up at the breakfast table, claiming to be Abel’s father.

Biography	
Diego Luna Alexander was born in Mexico City, 

Mexico on December 29, 1979. His father is the 

most acclaimed living theatre, cinema and opera set 

designer in Mexico. From an early age Diego began 

acting working in tv, movies, and theater. His big 

break came in 2001 when he was cast in the critically 

acclaimed Y tu mamá también alongside his best friend 

Gael Garcia Bernal. 

His star continues to shine and he is currently making 

a name for himself in the American market such as 

staring along side Bon Jovi in Vampires: Los Muertos 

(2002) and the Oscar winning Frida (2002). He has 

wrapped Havana Nights: Dirty Dancing 2, the prequel 

to Dirty Dancing and is currently working on more 

projects in both Latin America and the United States. 

Filmography - Features
2010 Abel

2007 J.C. Chávez

Filmography - shorts
2010 Revolución (segment ‘Pacífico’)
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speCial sCreenings / late nigHt

seguir siendo: CAfé tACvbA

synopsis
Since it was founded in 1989, Café Tacvba – one of the 

most popular rock bands in Mexico – has been playing 

with the same line-up: Rubén Isaac Albarrán Ortega, 

Emmanuel ‘Meme’ del Real Díaz, José Alfredo ‘Joselo’ 

Rangel Arroyo and Enrique ‘Quique’ Rangel Arroyo. 

Alejandro Flores joined later. Their music is an exciting 

mix of ska, indie rock and Latin rock.

Directors Ernesto Contreras and José Manuel Cravioto 

initially wanted to make a short documentary about 

Café Tacvba’s tour of Japan. But there turned out to 

be much more to the story. So the film became a full-

blown rockumentary lasting almost ninety minutes and 

dealing with twenty years of pop history. The makers 

zoom in on life on the road in particular. We see a lot 

of planes, busses, hotels and dressing rooms. Along 

the way, it becomes clear how the creative process 

works – and how problems, frustrations and arguments 

can be overcome by the bonds of friendship. And, of 

course, there is a lot of music.

Biography Ernesto Contreras

Graduated from Centro Universitario de Estudios 

Cinematográficos (CUEC). In 2007, his first feature film, 

‘Párpados azules’ was nominated for the Camera d’Or 

award at the International Critic’s Week of the Cannes 

Film Festival. Contreras collaborated with Juan Manuel 

Craviotto, editing the documentary Los últimos heroes 

de la península. He is currently working on his second 

feature film.

Filmography Ernesto Contreras

2010 Seguir siendo: Café Tacvba

2007 Párpados azules (Blue Eyelids)

2005 Blanquita

2003 Los no invitados

2000 El milagro

1999 Gente pequeña

1999 Ondas hertzianas

1998 Sombras que pasan

1997 Sueño polaroid

Biography José Manuel Cravioto

Graduated from Centro Universitario de Estudios 

Cinematográficos (CUEC). His short films have being 

in competition in several national and international film 

festivals, such as FICG, Berlinale and Edinburgh. His 

short film La caja de Yamasaki won best short film at 

the Morelia’s Film Festival 2008 in Mexico.

Filmography	José Manuel Cravioto

2010 Seguir siendo: Café Tacvba

2008 Los últimos héroes de la península

2007 Volvo en un minuto (segment ‘Security’)

2006 Pelota cascabel

2005 El charro misterioso

2005 Razor Dream

2003 Dejalo ser

speCial sCreenings / late nigHt

hAvAnYork 

synopsis
Hip hop emerged at the end of the 1960s in the poor, 

marginalised black and Latino communities in New 

York. Rebellious music with controversial lyrics, which 

principally reflected the struggle for civil rights. Socially 

committed hip hop formed an attractive alternative to 

the commercial disco music of the time.

Hip hop was also embraced on Cuba around 1995. At 

the time, Cuba was in a deep economic crisis following 

the collapse of Cuba’s major sponsor, the Soviet Union. 

The Cubans added a number of elements of their own 

to the hip hop mix: rhythms such as the rumba and 

guaguancó, with lots of percussion instruments and 

street sounds.

In his documentary Havanyork, director Luciano 

Larobina – who also wrote the screenplay and took 

care of the camerawork and production – investigates 

the relationship between American and Cuban hip hop. 

He also shows the decline of this musical genre: how 

hip hop became diluted, over the course of more than 

thirty years, from a combative musical form to a hollow, 

commercial and decadent product, characterized by 

sexism and the glorification of drugs and violence.

With music from the likes of DJ Asho, The Last Poets, 

Descemer Bueno, Pablo Valero, Yorubandabo, Kumar, 

Raquel Cepeda, Explosión Suprema, Araña MC and 

RCA. 

Biography
Luciano Larobina was born in July 10, 1972, in San 

Martín de los Andes, Patagonia, Argentina. He came 

to live in Mexico in 1980 and then get his Mexican 

citizenship. He studied at the International Film and 

Television School of San Antonio de los Baños, Cuba. 

He has participated in the workshop “How to tell a 

Story”, given by Gabriel García Márquez. 

In 1996, he enrolled at the Centro de Capacitación 

Cinematográfica (Film Training Center), from which 

he graduated with the documentary thesis Los 

zapatos de Zapata in the year 2000. He has received 

FONCA, Rockefeller and Toscano Foundation IAP 

grants plus the support of the Instituto Mexicano de 

Cinematografía (IMCINE).

Filmography - Features
2009 Havanyork

2001 Los zapatos de Zapata (Zapata’s Shoes)

Filmography - shorts
2007 Metrónomo

havanyork

havanyork

luciano larobina

mexico

2009
90
digibeta

spanish

english

colour & black-white

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

seguir siendo: café tacvba

seguir siendo: café tacvba

ernesto contreras & josé 
manuel cravioto

mexico

2010
80
hd cam

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white
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mexiCan landsCape sHorts 

ver llover 

awards
Golden Palm Short Film (Cannes Film Festival 2007)

Silver Ariel for best short fiction film (Ariel Awards, 

Mexico, 2008)

synopsis
This is the story of Jonás and Sofía, two teenagers who 

live in a little Mexican town. Sofía, like many others, 

wants to leave. Jonás has to decide between his life 

with his mother or adventure with Sofía. 

Some like watching the rain. Others would rather get 

wet.

roma 

awards
Garcia Bross Prize (Morelia International Film Festival, 

Mexico, 2008)

synopsis
An intimate short fiction about humanity. A young 

woman takes an illegal ride on a train that stops at the 

Roma soap factory, where she arrives tired, dirty and 

hungry, and creeps inside to evade the authorities, 

clean herself up and keep going. A worker sees her 

and wants to help her, to earn a smile in return. 

Biography	
Elisa Miller was born in 1982, Mexico City. She studied 

English literature and film directing. In 2007 she was 

the first Mexican female winner of the Golden Palm for 

Best Short Film at the Cannes Film Festival for her third 

year school project Ver llover. Miller’s short film Roma 

also won several important film prizes. Both shorts 

were screenerd at numerous prestigious film festivals 

worldwide. Recently, she has been selected to parti-

cipate in the 2010 writer’s program of the Amsterdam 

based international film institute Binger Film Lab.

Filmography - Features
2009 Vete mas lejos Alicia

Filmography - shorts
2009 Primer sueño 

2008 Roma

2006 Ver Llover (Watching it Rain)

2005 Siavus

2004 Tus manos

2003 Nosotras que nos queremos tanto

ver llover

watching it rain 
elisa miller

mexico

2007
14
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

roma

roma

elisa miller

mexico

2008
26
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

Carretera del norte Rubén Rojo 

Aura

es mUy FáCil Pablo Fulgueira paloma Roberto Fiesco

reCUerdo del mar Max Zunino

roma Elisa Miller

señora páJaro Véronique Decroux tierra y pan Carlos Armella 

ver llover Elisa Miller

mexiCan landsCapes - index

shorts
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Beyond tHe mexiCan Bay

Jean-Marc Rousseau Ruiz 
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reCUerdo del mar

synopsis
Three minutes and 30 seconds is all it takes director 

Max Zunino to hauntingly stamp a lasting image on his 

audience’s mind. Recuerdo del mar (Reminiscence) 

recreates a child’s first contact with the sea. It is one he 

will never forget.

señora páJaro

señora pájaro

mrs. bird

véronique decroux & julio 
bárcenas

mexico

2009
12
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
Lara is a girl with a chronic illness. She watches life 

pass her by from her balcony. One day, she meets 

Sole, on the balcony next to hers. Sole is a woman who 

has lost the desire to live. They establish a relationship 

based on silences and glances. 

tierra y pan 

tierra y pan

land and bread

carlos armella

mexico

2008
8
digibeta

no dialogues

none

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
A quiet journey to a forsaken land, where hunger 

turns the human heart into a desert, and one person’s 

misfortune may become someone else’s salvation.

This short without dialogue was the winner of the 

Golden Lion Award at the Venice Film Festival in 2008. 

According to the jury, director Carlos Armella manages 

to tell a dramatic story that takes place off-screen, in 

just a few minutes.

recuerdo del mar

recuerdo del mar

max zunino

mexico

2005
3:30
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

Beyond tHe mexiCan Bay 

beyond the mexican bay

beyond the mexican bay

jean-marc rousseau ruiz

mexico

2008
17
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
María sells necklaces. One day, a foreigner asks her to 

take him to the desert. The journey turns into a ritual 

that brings out their loneliness and emotions, despite 

differences in age, language and culture.

Carretera del norte

carretera del norte

northern highway

rubén  rojo  aura

mexico

2008
10
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
On a desert highway in northern Mexico, a family 

survives extreme poverty by selling animals to the 

motorists passing by. The unbearable situation leads 

the mother to make a decision that will change her life 

forever.

es mUy FáCil

es muy fácil

it’s very easy

pablo fulgueira

mexico

2007
21
betacam

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
Fran takes Alicia to a virgin beach, planning to give her 

an engagement ring as a surprise. Jimmy, a friendly 

American who is also staying there, is moved by Fran’s 

romantic proposition and decides to get involved, 

no matter what. Something happens that spoils the 

romantic scenario. Jimmy insists on taking control of 

the situation.

paloma

paloma

paloma

roberto fiesco

mexico

2008
10
35mm

spanish

english

black-white

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
Short film about Román, who has decided to leave his 

native town; but he first has to say goodbye to Paloma.
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egg (yUmUrta) Semih Kaplanoglu, 

Turkey 

milk (sUt) Semih Kaplanoglu, Turkey 

speCial sCreenings (oUt oF Competition) - index
15malaysia various directors

CHoColate potong saga gerHana

one FUtUre Halal HoUse

tHe son tHe tree lUmpUr

meterslovak sling: a gUide to BriBery dUit keCil

lollipopHealtHy paranoia roJak!
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yumurta

egg 
semih kaplanoglu

turkey

2007
97
35mm

turkish

dutch

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

egg (yUmUrta)

awards
Golden Orange for Best Film 

(Antalya Golden Orange Film Festival, Turkey, 2007)

Crystal Simorgh for Best Film 

(Fajr Film Festival, Iran, 2008)

Golden Tulip fro Best Film 

(Istanbul International Film Festival, Turkey, 2008)

synopsis
Upon his mother’s death, poet Yusuf returns to his 

childhood hometown, which he hadn’t visited for 

years. A young girl, Ayla, awaits him in a crumbling 

house. Yusuf was unaware of the existence of this 

distant relation, who has been living with his mother for 

five years. Ayla has something to ask of Yusuf. Yusuf is 

obliged to perform the sacrifice his mother Zehra had 

been prevented by death from fulfilling. Yusuf agrees, 

as he finds himself unable to withstand the passive 

rhythm of rural life, the spaces imbued with the ghosts 

and characters of old lovers and friends; nor can he 

shake off an overriding feeling of guilt. 

Yusuf and Ayla set off for for the traditional sacrifice 

ceremony at the saint’s tomb, some three or four 

hours away. Unable to locate the herd from which 

the sacrificial animal was to be selected, they have 

to spend the night in a hotel by the crater lake. Yusuf 

and Ayla are drawn closer together by the atmosphere 

of the wedding party at the hotel. While falling snow 

covers guilt, the place to which they return will no 

longer be the same old town. 

milk (süt)

awards
Golden Lion (Venice Film Festival 2008)

FIPRESCI Prize 

(Istanbul International Film Festival 2009)

synopsis
Yusuf is a teenager who lives with his widowed mother, 

Zehra, on a dairy farm in Anatolia. Yusuf loves poetry 

and wants to be a writer, but he’s not a good student 

and hasn’t been able to pass his college entrance 

exams, while hard times on the farm make it difficult 

for the family to make ends meet. While Yusuf and 

Zehra have always had a close relationship, he feels a 

sense of betrayal when he discovers that his mother 

has become involved with the man who runs the local 

railway station. As Yusuf looks after the farm and 

begins publishing his work in small magazines, his life 

takes a new turn when he’s drafted into the military; 

when he leaves town to be inducted, he meets Semra, 

a young woman his age who shares his love for poetry 

and his sensitive nature. 

Will young Yusuf be able to handle the changes in his 

peaceful existence? Can he survive on poetry and 

working alongside his mother in her small-time milk 

business? Or will he be forced to move to the big city 

or seek a job in one of the many factories threatening 

the unspoiled landscape?

Biography and filmography Semih Kaplanoglu see 

page 19.

süt

milk 
semih kaplanoglu

turkey

2008
102
35mm

turkish

dutch

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

15malaysia 15malaysia	Consists	oF	15	short	Films
made	By	15	malaysian	Filmmakers.

Produced by musician/actor Pete Teo and originally 

made for release on the Internet, these films not only 

deal with socio-political issues central to Malaysian 

society, such as corruption, freedom of speech, racism, 

communal conflict, pedophilia, ethics, religion and 

cultural identity, they also feature some of the best-

known personalities in the country, including actors, 

musicians and top spiritual and political leaders.

Upon its release in August 2009, 15Malaysia 

quickly became an unprecedented popular culture 

phenomenon in Malaysia. At its peak, the project’s 

Youtube channel was the 10th most watched channel 

of its kind in the world as legions of young Malaysians 

followed the staggered release of these films over 

30 days. At the end of that period, the project’s 

official Facebook page alone had accumulated more 

than 85,000 fans, and 15Malaysia banners bearing 

the words ‘Voices Of New Malaysia’ had been 

embedded in over 54,000 blog entries in the Malaysian 

cyberspace.

In a multi-racial country where public expressions on 

race, religion and politics are often regarded as taboo 

and subject to media censorship, 15Malaysia is epoch 

making. Not only does it represent a cultural landmark 

in the country’s 52-year history, it is an intriguing

example of political cinema in the Internet Age. You 

may think of them as funky little films made by 15 

Malaysian voices for the people of Malaysia.

Compiled as an 88-minute anthology, this festival 

version of 15Malaysia includes annotations in order to 

provide context for those not familiar with Malaysia. It 

also features a tribute to the late Yasmin Ahmad, who 

is widely regarded as the most important filmmaker in 

the history of Malaysian cinema, and who passed away 

shortly after completing her film for 15Malaysia. 

15malaysia

15malaysia

yasmin ahmad, james lee, amir 
muhammad, ho yuhang, tan chui 
mui, liew seng tat, woo ming jin, 
linus chung, jordan suleiman 
and mussadique suleiman, nam 
ron, desmond ng, khairil bahar, 
johan john, benji lim and bahir 
yeusuff, kamal sabran

malaysia

2009
88
digibeta

mandarin, cantonese, hokkien, 
malay, tamil, english

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]

subtitles 
colour / black-white
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potong saga Ho Yuhang

A laugh-out-loud film about a Chinese boy’s misguided 

attempts at opening an Islamic bank account.

CHoColate	Yasmin Ahmad

A quiet tale that reminds us that, despite the multifaceted 

contradiction of Malaysia, life goes on - even if not all of 

it is sweet.

gerHana James Lee

Two secret lovers rendezvous in a plush hotel room 

while TV news is read in the background. A dark take on 

apathy and helplessness in Malaysia.

Halal Liew Seng Tat

A very silly slapstick comedy demonstrating the proper 

Islamic way to slaughter chicken.

one FUtUre Tan Chui Mui

An edgy and powerful science fiction story of a society 

where everything is perfect, except no one is allowed 

to speak.

HoUse Linus Chung

An Indian boy is asked to build a model of his house at 

school. A tale on the social economic plight faced by 

many Malaysians.

tHe tree Amir Muhammad

Malaysia’s most influential spiritual leader Nik Aziz offers 

commentary on the virtuous and Islamic way to conduct 

ethical commerce in his inimitable style.

tHe son Desmond Ng

A teenage Chinese witness to a racially motivated 

assault is being driven to the police station. A quiet 

reminder of the dangers of inter-communal suspicion 

and conflict.

lUmpUr Kamal Sabran

A modern, poetic and beautifully constructed ode to 

Malaysia – its common people, places and enduring 

spirit.

slovak sling: a gUide to BriBery Woo Ming Jin

A comedic re-enactment of how one politician tries to 

entice another to switch party allegiance as DVD pirates 

look on.

meter Benji Lim, Bahir Yeusuff

The head of the youth division of the Malay nationalist 

party plays a taxi driver who is asked his views on 

some Malaysian talking points. He ends up offering a 

potentially controversial gift to a Chinese boy.

dUit keCil (small CHange) Johan John

A man finds himself without small change in a cheap 

brothel. Many arguments ensue and problems faced by 

the Malaysian common man are discussed humorously.

HealtHy paranoia Khairil Bahar

An over-zealous public relations consultant advises the 

minister of health how to discourage unhealthy lifestyles 

in Malaysia.

lollipop Nam Ron

A haunting portrayal of a pedophile preparing to hunt, 

interspersed with metaphors on the state of Malaysian 

politics.

roJak! Jordan Suleiman, Mussadique Suleiman

A Rojak seller’s take on Malaysia’s multi-faceted social 

political tapestry. Made entirely with CGI special effects. 

Visually stunning.
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malaysia revisited

Friday 13 augusT

For five days in the autumn of 2008, Rialto played 

host to New Malaysian Cinema, a festival dedicated 

to Malaysian filmmakers who are part of the New 

Wave generation (sometimes also referred to as the 

No Wave generation). A number of these filmmakers 

also attended the festival in Rialto, including Woo Ming 

Jin, Tan Chui Mui and Ho Yuhang. About time to catch 

up with Malaysia again, therefore. On 13 August, the 

whole evening will be given over to Malaysian films, 

with the presentation of a special DVD boxed set and 

the screening of two new Malaysian films.

The International Film Festival Rotterdam (IFFR) and 

the affiliated Hubert Bals Fund have always been keen 

supporters of Malaysian cinema. And they still are. 

Under the title Young Malaysia Collection, IFFR’s own 

Tiger Releases DVD label is issuing a DVD boxed set 

featuring five recent Malaysian films by four young, 

talented filmmakers: my	daughter (Charlotte Lay Kuen 

Lim, 2009), love	Conquers	all (Tan Chui Mui, 2006), 

woman	on	Fire	looks	For	water (Woo Ming Jin, 

2009), at	the	end	oF	dayBreak (Ho Yuhang, 2009) and 

rain	dogs (Ho Yuhang, 2006). 

Last year saw the premiere of the film 15malaysia. 

An exceptional project: fifteen Malaysian filmmakers, 

the cream of the New Wave generation, have given 

their vision of Malaysia today in fifteen short films. 

Contributors include Charlotte Lay Kuen Lim, Tan Chui 

Mui, Ho Yuhang and Woo Ming Jin. Their short films 

make up the extras on the DVDs. 

The first copy of this boxed set will be presented to 

Woo Ming Jin, guest during World Cinema Amsterdam, 

at 22:00 hours in Rialto. His competition film, the 

tender father & son drama woman	on	Fire	looks	
For	water (see also page 17) will then be screened, 

followed by a Q&A. Earlier that day, at 17:00 hours, 

15malaysia will be screened, as well as on thursday 17 

August at 21:30 hours (see also page 47).

saTurday 14 augusT

Amsterdam is the most multicultural city in the world. 

With 178 different nationalities, we are truly entitled to 

call our metropolis ‘Amsterdam Global City’. Which 

is why Rialto is organising a series of programmes 

under this title, each focusing on a different culture. On 

Saturday 14 August, the spotlight will be on Mexico. In 

cooperation with the Cinemaztlán film festival, Rialto 

will be presenting films, video art, debates, guests, 

Mexican food and fiesta! The central theme of the day: 

the ‘Mexican Creative Diaspora’. How does Mexican 

culture manifest itself in Amsterdam?

The programme gets under way at 13:00 hours with 

a screening of the best new short Mexican animated 

films from contemporary animation platform Animasivo. 

Themes such as globalisation, the environment and 

perspectives for the future of our planet will be dealt 

with in more than twenty films by René Castillo, 

Jonathan Ostos Yaber, Pedro González and Hectór 

Dávila, among others.

This will be followed, from 16:00 hours, by shooting	

diasporas	in	amsterdam – documentaries, a discussion 

and Mexican food. The films, made by Mexican 

‘Amsterdammers’, take us on a multicultural journey to 

Morocco, Peru, Cuba and Paris, and include the Dutch 

première of Diego Gutierrez’s	muFtah,	the	name	oF	the	

goat. 

During the discussion, the question of how living in 

Amsterdam influences the visual language of Mexican 

artists will be raised. Is Amsterdam an artistic free 

state? Mexican artists including Diego Gutierrez and 

Rodrigo Abascal will take part in the debate, which 

will be chaired by Hans Maarten van den Brink of the 

Media Fund. 

Then it will be time to feed the body as well as the 

mind, with delicious food by Los Pilones. 

At 21:45 hours, the feature film norteado by Rigoberto 

Pérezcano will be screened – a subtle and intimate 

drama about illegal immigrant Andrés, who gets 

stranded at the US-Mexican border. Winner of the 

FIPRESCI award at the last International Film Festival 

Rotterdam (see also page 35).

In the meantime, you can enjoy the latest Mexican 

video art in Rialto’s mezzanine. Featuring work by 

Ulises Carrión, Carlos Amorales and Galia Eibenschutz, 

among others. Get in the Latin, Flamenco and Indian 

mood with live music of the band Nomad Coalescense.

The programme will continue into the small hours, 

with seguir	siendo:	CaFé	taCvBa at 23:30 hours, a 

rockumentary about the ups & downs of Mexico’s most 

popular rock band, Café Tacvba. (See page 41) 

Then it is time to dance and party to the Latin and 

Electro beats of DJ Mulat.

mexiCan landsCapes speCial: amsterdam gloBal City #2: mexiCo
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saTurday 14 augusT

amsterdam	gloBal	City	#2:	mexiCo
Mexico will also be placed in a special spotlight on 

Saturday as Amsterdam Global City, part of World 

Cinema Amsterdam, focuses on Mexico. You can read 

about the day’s events on page 53. 

At 23:30 hours there will be a Late Night Screening of 

the music documentary seguir	siendo:	CaFé	taCvBa 

by Ernesto Contreras and José Manuel Craviotto. 

What is life like on the road with Café Tacvba, one of 

Mexico’s most popular rock bands? The evening will 

be rounded off with a real Mexican party, with music 

from DJ Mulat.

19, 20 en 22 augusT

world	Cinema	amsterdam	open	air
These World Cinema Amsterdam Open Air screenings 

get warmed up by DJ Cinema Royale, who’s tunes get 

everbody in the right mood. Starting at 19:00 hours.

saTurday 21 augusTus

BraZilian	summer	sessions - in cooperation with 

A hora do brasil

On this Saturday, World Cinema Amsterdam presents 

- in cooperation with A Hora do Brasil - the Brazilian 

‘musical’ ó	paí,	ó on the Marie Heinekenplein square as 

part of World Cinema Amsterdam Open Air. From 19:00 

hours, the audience will be warmed up by DJ Paulo. 

After the movie ends, round midnight, everybody is 

welcome to the Brazilian after party at Rialto. Until the 

wee hours you can dance to the sultry sounds of DJ 

Paulo and Forrozar-percussionists Cleyton Barros and 

Nailton Miranda. 

parties and dJ’s dUring world Cinema amsterdam

Benda Bilili! Renaud Barret, Florent 

de La Tullaye, Congo

ó paí, ó Monique Gardenberg, Brazil

retratos en Un mar de mentiras 

Carlos Gaviria, Colombia

anita Marcos Carnevale, Argentina, 

world Cinema amsterdam open air - index
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From 19 through 22 August, visitors will once again be 

able to enjoy four new world-class films. Seating will be 

provided on the square for more than 500 people. But 

there will be space for many more; bring your own deck 

chair, a blanket, a stool, whatever you have – there is 

always room for one more!

In addition to watching films, there will be a lot more 

things to do on the square: DJ Cinema Royale will 

contribute to the right atmosphere from 19:00 hours, 

and of course there will be plenty of food and drink to 

enjoy. The screenings will start at sunset, around 21:30 

hours, as long as the wind is not too strong. And, as 

always, admission is free.

These four films are competing for the World Cinema 

Amsterdam Audience Award.

world Cinema amsterdam open air – 

FoUr Films, FoUr sUltry sUmmer evenings

19 augusT 

bendA bilili!

benda bilili!
benda bilili!
renaud barret & florent de la 
tullaye

congo, france

2010
85
35mm

lingala, french

dutch

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
If you only know the music, and don’t know any better, 

you might think that it is created by the happiest 

musicians ever, who have everything they could desire. 

The documentary Benda bilili! (roughly translated: 

looking beneath the surface) reveals a very different 

picture, however – the incredible story of Congolese 

band Staff Benda Bilili. The members of the band 

are seven musicians who live on the streets; four of 

them became paralysed by polio when they were 

young. Camping out in the neighbourhood of the zoo 

in Kinshasa – one of the poorest cities on the African 

continent – the seven musicians have to survive among 

all the poverty and crime. And they manage to do so, 

with verve, thanks to their music. Under the leadership 

of Ricky Likabu, the band play an irresistible mix of 

blues, reggae and rumba, spiced up with African 

rhythms and using home-made instruments. Their ‘lead 

guitarist’ – 17-year-old Roger Landu – is a virtuoso on 

the qatongé, for example: an empty food tin fitted with 

a neck and a single string. 

The inspirational lust for life generated by their music 

proves to be the key to international success. The film 

underlines this using footage from concerts in sold-out 

venues full of enthusiastic fans throughout Europe.

Biography 

Renaud Barret began his career as a graphic designer 

and Florent de La Tullaye  as a photographer. They de-

cided to work together to make documentaries, with a 

special interest in the urban cultures of African capitals. 

At the same time as these documentaries, they also pro-

duced some of the musicians they met to reveal new tal-

ents and develop sponsorships with African producers.

Filmography - Features
2010 Benda Bilili!

2008 Victoire Terminus, Kinshasa

2006 La danse de Jupiter (Jupiter’s Dance)
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20 augusT 

AnitA

anita

anita

marcos carnevale

argentina

2009
104
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

awards
Best Supporting Actress (Academy of Motion Picture 

Arts and Sciences of Argentina)

synopsis
Buenos Aires, July 1994: Anita, a young woman with 

Down’s Syndrome, is working with her mother in their 

small office supplies shop. While her mother has 

gone to the bank, a car bomb explodes outside the 

nearby Jewish Centre. Anita, who stayed behind in the 

shop, goes outside and is met by a scene of chaos 

and devastation. She can’t see her mother anywhere. 

And her mother is everything to her; offering her a 

protected, loving world. The only world Anita knows. 

Anita decides to go and search for her mother: the 

start of a heart-rending odyssey through the streets 

of Buenos Aires lasting many days. On the way, she 

meets very different people; some – for example, an 

alcoholic journalist and a Chinese couple – take care of 

her, even though she is hardly able to explain to them 

what has happened. 

Director and writer Marcos Carnevale doesn’t seek to 

depict Anita as a helpless woman characterized only by 

her mental disability. Rather, he starkly reveals, through 

her eyes, the chaos and confusion that typifies life in 

the big city. However dramatic the situation, Carnevale 

ensures, using humour and hope, that Anita doesn’t 

get bogged down in heavy tragedy.

Biography
Marcos Carnevale was born in 1963, Argentina. He 

began his career in advertising in 1983. In 1991 he 

started his own production company: Millecento 

Cinema. From that moment on, he has created and 

directed over 300 commercials that have earned him 

various international awards. Carnevale’s career as a 

screenwriter of TV series is long widely acclaimed. 

Carnevale wrote, directed and produced his first 

feature film in 1997 (Night Serenaders). Until his 

second film, Clams and Mussels, he concentrated on 

screenplays. In 2003, he began working on his third 

feature film Elsa y Fred. In 2009, he wrote, directed and 

produced Anita.

Filmography - Features
2010 Mercedes

2009 Anita

2007 Touch the Sky (Tocar el cielo)

2005 Elsa y Fred

2000 Clams and Mussels (Almejas y mejillones)

1997 Night Serenaders (Noche de ronda)

21 augusT 

Followed by Brazilian Summer Sessions afterparty 

in Rialto in cooperation with A Hora do Brasil. 

ó pAí, ó

ó paí, ó
ó paí, ó
monique gardenberg

brazil

2007
98
35mm

portuguese

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

synopsis
Musical, comedy, drama, documentary, sitcom – 

Brazilian director Monique Gardenberg mixes all of 

these genres into a lively composite story about the 

residents of Pelourinho, the historic centre of Salvador 

da Bahia. She also wrote the screenplay.

On the last day of Carnival, Gardenberg follows the 

lives of a large number of very diverse characters. What 

most of them have in common is a lack of money: this 

does nothing to diminish their desire to party, however. 

This means they need to be extremely creative and 

highly inventive. The universally despised landlady 

Dona Juana, wannabe-singer Roque, taxi driver 

Reginald and his wife Marina, transvestite Yolanda, 

Carmen who performs illegal abortions, the lesbian 

bar owner Neuzão and sexy Rosa are just a few of the 

colourful characters that inhabit the world of Ó Paí, Ó.

In spite of a great deal of music, humour and joie de 

vivre, Gardenberg does not ignore the social problems 

that make life in Pelourinho extremely difficult. The 

film tackles subjects such as racism, (police) violence, 

drugs, unemployment and corruption. 

Ó Paí, Ó was so well received in Brazil that a large TV 

station decided to make a six-part television follow-up 

to the film. Gardenberg directed three episodes of this 

herself.

Biography 

Monique Gardenberg was born in 1958, in Salvador, 

Brazil. She studied economics at the University of Rio 

de Janeiro and followed a 3-month film course at New 

York University where she made the short films Insônia 

and Day 67. Her third short film Diário Noturno was 

selected by the Venice Film Festival. After directing 

music videos, Gardenberg worked several years as 

stage director before returning back to filmmaking. 

Her second feature Benjamin won several awards at 

film festivals in Rio and Miami, including best picture. 

In 2007, she made her third feature Ó Paí, Ó which 

inspired a 6 episode TV series on Globo channel, the 

largest commercial television network in Latin America. 

Filmography - Features
2007 Ó Paí, Ó

2003 Benjamin

1996 The Interview (Jenipapo)

Filmography - shorts
1993: Diário Noturno

1989: Day 67

1989: Insônia (Insomnia)
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22 augusT 

retrAtos en un mAr de mentirAs 

retratos en un mar de 
mentiras

portraits in a sea of lies

carlos gaviria

colombia

2009
90
35mm

spanish

english

colour

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

awards
Best Film (Guadalajara International Film Festival 2010)

synopsis
In his directing debut, Retratos en un mar de mentiras, 

Carlos Gaviria focuses attention on the situation of 

the millions of Colombians who have been forced by 

armed gangs to flee their homes in the civil war still 

dragging on in that country. These refugees are also 

faced by great indifference from the general public, as 

they are always referred to in government propaganda 

in connection with the rebels – not as victims, but as 

accomplices.

After their grandfather is killed in a landslide, itinerant 

photographer Jairo and his younger niece Marina 

return to their home area, to reclaim the piece of 

land they fled from years ago. In a battered Renault 

4, they travel from Bogotá to the Colombian coast. 

Traumatised, Marina suffers from memory loss and 

has not spoken for years. During the trip, her personal 

story slowly but surely unfolds. 

The fact that the area is still dangerous is demon-

strated when the pair reach the village, and are 

kidnapped by paramilitaries. Jairo is seriously 

wounded when they attempt to escape. As Marina 

starts to confront the past, his situation takes a serious 

turn for the worse.

Biography	
Born in Bogotá in 1956, Carlos Gavaria has a Master 

of Fine Arts degree from the graduate film department 

of New York University and subsequently worked 

as a television cameraman. He began making 

documentaries in the 90’s. Gaviria directed Minas, 

a 25-minute documentary on coal miners and won 

Best Director Film Award in Bogotá, Colombia. In 

Colombia, Gaviria was a consultant for UNICEF where 

he created and directed documentaries, including 

the award winning 500 Seconds:The Children of the 

Americas, which aired on more than 250 stations 

around the world. In 2009, Gaviria finished writing, 

directing and editing Retratos en un mar de mentiras, 

his first feature fiction film, which had its world 

premiere at the 60th Berlin International Film Festival.

Filmography - Features
2009 Retratos en un mar de mentiras

2004 Declarations of War

1995 Minas

1994 500 Seconds: The Children of the Americas 
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we	would	like	to	thank

This first edition of the film festival World Cinema 

Amsterdam could not have been realised without the 

effort of many creative and hard working colleagues, 

both in the Netherlands and elsewhere in the world 

that is called cinema.

This is a survey, as complete as possible, of all 

the people and organisations that cooperated to 

accomplish this event. 

Special thanks to Anke van Diejen, Robert Pattinama 

and Edgar Witteveen (my colleagues in the Rialto 

management team for their hard work on World 

Cinema Amsterdam); to the production team of World 

Cinema Amsterdam, Patricia, Petra, Bert, Nick, Irene, 

Jacques and Johan; To the pr & marketing team Mark, 

Sasja, and Herrie: Noortje and Mirjam; to Yvonne 

van Versendaal for her expiring artwork and festival 

design. And of course to all of Rialto’s other staff and 

volunteers. Without them World Cinema Amsterdam 

would not have been possible.

To Paula Astorga who has been a joy in her support 

in realizing the Mexican Landscapes section of the 

festival, and to Nashen Moodley, who has been very 

helpful with his suggestions for the selection of the 

festival.

To all filmmakers that have been selected for this first 

edition of World Cinema Amsterdam.

Because of inevitable budgetary and programmatic 

decision-making, several films and filmmakers I 

would like to have retained had to be excluded from 

selection. The films presented at the festival are a 

qualitative and personal selection.

To our collaboration partners NPO/NPS (NTR) with 

whom we are presenting World Cinema Amsterdam 

films on Dutch public television, Nederland 2.

To all the Dutch distributors, who have given us the 

opportunity to launch their new award winning films at 

World Cinema Amsterdam for the Dutch audience.

To our content partners Cinemaztlán, La Chispa and 

A Hora do Brasil. With their support we enriched our 

program in several ways.

To all the directors, programmers and staff of festivals 

and film markets in: Berlin, Buenos Aires, Cannes, 

Durban, Guadalajara, Lisbon, Mexico City, Pusan, 

Rotterdam and Venice. 

In Mexico, I would like to thank everyone who has 

contributed to the Mexican Landscapes section in any 

possible way and of course the makers of all these 

extraordinary films in particular.

To the Hubert Bals Fund and the International Film 

Festival Rotterdam, for supporting filmmakers all 

around the world. 

Last but not least, I would like to thank all the funds 

and institutions that made it possible to present these 

(and other) beautiful films. I hope their support will 

continue in the years to come.

Raymond Walravens

managing director of Rialto and curator of World 

Cinema Amsterdam

world Cinema amsterdam on toUr

Filmhuis	den	haag - www.filmhuisdenhaag.nl

Thursday 19 August   unCle	Boonmee	who	Can	reCall	his	past	lives

Friday 20 August    honey	(Bal)

Saturday 21 August   un	homme	qui	Crie

Sunday 22 August    amores	perros

Monday 23 August    roma	(short)	+	lake	tahoe

Tuesday 24 August    norteado

Wednesday 25 August   ver	llover	(short)	+	aBel

 

plaZa	Futura,	eindhoven - www.plazafutura.nl

Thursday 19 August   honey	(Bal)

Friday 20 August    un	homme	qui	Crie

Saturday 21 August   unCle	Boonmee	who	Can	reCall	his	past	lives

Sunday 22 August    y	tu	mamá	tamBién

Tuesday 24 August    aBel

Wednesday 25 August   roma	(short)	+	norteado

‘t	hoogt,	utreCht - www.hoogt.nl 

Friday 27 August    honey	(Bal)

Saturday 28 August   un	homme	qui	Crie

Saturday 28 August   unCle	Boonmee	who	Can	reCall	his	past	lives

Sunday 29 August    ver	llover	(short)	+	aBel

Sunday 29 August    norteado

FoCus,	arnhem - www.focusarnhem.nl

Thursday 9 September   honey	(Bal)

Friday 10 September   un	homme	qui	Crie

Saturday 11 September   y	tu	mamá	tamBién

Monday 13 September   ver	llover (short) +	aBel

Tuesday 14 September  roma (short) + lake	tahoe

Wednesday 15 September   norteado

From Thursday 19 August till Wednesday 15 

September, a selection of the World Cinema 

Amsterdam programme is also screened at Filmhuis 

Den Haag, Plaza Futura in Eindhoven, ‘t Hoogt in 

Utrecht and Focus in Arnhem.
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Dimitrakopoulou, Thania 

(The Match Factory GmbH)

DJ Cinema Royal

DJ Mulat

DJ Paulo

Drissen, Melvin 

(Paradiso Home Entertainment)

Durban International Film Festival

Eibenschutz, Galia

Eppelin, Pablo (Noticias)

Foo, Fei Ling (Da Huang Pictures)

García Romero, Iván 

(Cinemaztlán Mexican Film Festival)

Garza, Christina (Figa Films)

Ghío, Cecilia (Bafici)

Gravouil, Muriel (Elypse Films)

Grolsche Bierbrouwerij Nederland

Haanskorf, Maja (La Chispa)

Hande Guneri, Suzan (Kaplan Film)

Harper, Eireann

Heman Verhuurservice

Homan Electrotechniek

Hotel Aalborg

Hughan, Ilse (BAL)

Huijgevoort, Lia van

(Paradiso Films)

Huisman, Gerard 

(Contact Film Distributie)

Jansen, Juliette (International Film 

Festival Rotterdam)

Jong, Janneke de 

(Cinéart Nederland B.V.)

Jong, Leendert de 

(Filmhuis Den Haag)

Langelaan, Janneke 

(Hubert Bals Fonds)

Lantyer, Neyde (A Hora do Brasil)

Lieshout, Hans van 

(Café Kale de Derde)

Lim, Jiyoon (FineCut Co., Ltd.)

Linssen, Dana (Filmkrant)

Los Pilones

Martínez Rivero, Rosa (Bafici)

Miramontes Huet, Boris 

(CCC - Centro de Capacitación 

Cinematográfica)

Miranda, Nailton

Montes de Oca Vázquez, Fernando 

(Canana Films)

Moodley, Nashen 

(Durban International Film Festival)

Muñoz Vazquez, Carlos 

(Latino Fusion)

Nederlands Instituut voor 

Mediakunst

Niet, Paul van der (NPO)

Nomad Coalescence

O’donnells Irish Pub

Oosterhuis, Wiepko (Plaza Futura)

Openluchtbioscoop

Orfali, Sara (Glitzhigh)

Palma Rodríguez, Fernando

Paulin Arbor, Alejandra 

(Guadalajara Film Festival & Market)

Pelser, Noor 

(Cinéart Nederland B.V.)

Pereira, Rui (Indielisboa)

Pérez, Lilia

Pol, Anne van der 

(Cinéart Nederland B.V.)

Pollé, Wallie 

(Cinéart Nederland B.V.)

Pusan International Film Festival 

Rabarts, Marten (Binger Filmlab)

Rigter, Paul

Rorvik, Peter 

(Durban International Film Festival)

Rubén Rojo Aura

Samayoa, Carmina 

(Ondamax Films)

San Juan, Edgar (Tiburón Filmes)

Sánchez Aguilar, Rebeca 

Sande, Noortje van de (Herrie)

Schuitemaker, Arthur (NTR)

Sena, Nuno (Indielisboa)

Smit, Hein (Henk Smit) 

Sosa Aguilar, Lorena 

(Circo 2.12 AC)

Souza, Kunal de (Funny Balloons)

Springer Franco, José Manuel 

(Mexican Embassy in The 

Netherlands)

Springer, Eric

Stavenhagen, Andrea 

(Guadalajara Film Festival & Market)

Stavenhagen, Marina (Imcine)

Teo, Pete

Trajano, Claudia (A Hora do Brasil)

Valverde, Miguel (Indielisboa)

Verdenius, Joop 

(Filmfreak Distributie)

Versendaal, Yvonne van 

Vries, Robert de (Cineco)

Wiekenkamp, Mirjam (Herrie)

Wijk, Marnix van 

(EYE Film Instituut Nederland)

Wijnen, Marieke (Sofa)

Wijntjes, Babette (Paradiso Films)

Wiltschek, Gisela 

(Bavaria Film International)

Wolf, René 

(EYE Film Instituut Nederland)

Wolf, Sergio (Bafici)

Wolfson, Rutger (Festival Director 

- International Film Festival 

Rotterdam)

Zwet, Richard van der (NTR)

�

thank	you

Alejandro González Iñárritu

Alfonso Cuarón

Amat Escalante

Amir Muhammad

Anahí Berneri

Apichatpong Weerasethakul

Benji Lim and Bahir Yeusuff

Brillante Mendoza

Carlos Armella 

Carlos Gaviria 

Carlos Reygadas

Chaib Massaoudi

Diego Gutierrez 

Diego Luna

Elisa Miller

Ernesto Contreras

Fernando Eimbcke

Florence Jaugey 

Florent de La Tullaye

Gael García Bernal

Gerardo Naranjo

Ho Yuhang

James Lee

Jean-Marc Rousseau Ruiz

Johan John

Jonás Cuarón

Jordan Suleiman and Mussadique 

Suleiman 

José Manuel Cravioto

Juan López Maas

Kamal Sabran

Khairil Bahar 

Laura Amelia Guzmán, Israel 

Cárdenas

Kin Mok

Liew Seng Tat

Linus Chung

Luciano Larobina

Mahamat-Saleh Haroun 

Marcos Carnevale

Mariana Chenillo

Max Zunino

Monique Gardenberg

Nam Ron

Nicolás Pereda

Oliver Hermanus

Pablo Fulgueira

Patricia Riggen

Pedro González-Rubio

Renaud Barret

Rigoberto Pérezcano

Roberto Fiesco

Rodrigo Abascal

Rodrigo García

Rodrigo Plá

Semih Kaplanoglu

Tan Chui Mui

Véronique Decroux & Julio 

Bárcenas

Woo Ming Jin

Yasmin Ahmad

Aert, Jan van (Wild Bunch Benelux)

Albores, Luis (Agencia SHA)

Algo Audiovisueel

All filmmakers of Animasivo

Alonso, Oscar (Latido Films)

A-partments B.V.

Arrate Fernandez, Isabel 

(Jan Vrijman Fonds)

Astorga Riestra, Paula 

(Cineteca Nacional, Mexico)

Baert, Nico (BrunBro Films)

Baker, Mark

Barça

Barragán, Pía (Cine Colombia)

Barros, Cleyton

Bava, Violeta (Bafici)

BeamSystems 

Berbon, Laurence 

(Tamasa Distribution)

Best Containers

Bitter, Henk

(Focus Filmtheater Arnhem)

Bloch Gerschel, Catherine A. 

(Cineteca Nacional México)

Blöte, Bob 

(EYE Film Instituut Nederland)

Boltvinik, Ilana

Boogaard, Raymond van den 

(NRC Handelsblad)

Brink, Hans Maarten van den 

(Mediafonds)

Bruhn, Melvin (NPO)

Bruijn, Sjaan de

Calvino, Alfredo (Latino Fusion)

Cartigny, Wally (Skrien)

Castellanos, David 

(Cinema Republic)

Cavalchini, Lucia (Animasivo)

Chronis, Iwana (Hubert Bals Fonds)

Coninck, Flavieke de (’t Hoogt)

Daal, Remco van 

(Drukkerij Raddraaier)

De Beiaard

Desmond Ng

Díaz San Vicente, Alejandro 

(IMCINE - Instituto Mexicano de 

Cinematografía)
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index Filmmakers a-z  

Alejandro González Iñárritu   amores perros    p 29

Alfonso Cuarón    y tU mamá tamBién    p 38

Anahi Bemeri    por tU CUlpa    p 12

Apichatpong Weerasethakul    UnCle Boonmee wHo Can reCall His past lives p 16

Brillante Mendoza    lola     p 14

Carlos Armella     tierra y pan    p 45

Carlos Gaviria     retratos en Un mar de mentiras  p 60

Carlos Reygadas    Japón     p 33

Diego Luna    aBel     p 39

Elisa Miller    roma     p 43

     ver llover    p 43

Ernesto Contreras    párpados azUles    p 36

Ernesto Contreras, José Manuel Cravioto segUir siendo: CaFé taCvBa   p 41

Fernando Eimbcke    lake taHoe    p 34

Florence Jaugey     la yUma     p 18

Jean-Marc Rousseau Ruiz   Beyond tHe mexiCan Bay   p 44

Jonás Cuarón    año Uña     p 30

Laura Amelia Guzmán, Israel Cárdenas  CoCHoCHi     p 32

Luciano Larobina    Havanyork    p 40

Mahamat-Saleh Haroun    Un Homme qUi Crie    p 11

Marcos Carnevale     anita     p 58

Mariana Chenillo    CinCo días sin nora    p 31

Max Zunino    reCUerdo del mar    p 45

Monique Gardenberg   ó paí, ó     p 59

Nicolás Pereda    perpetUUm moBile    p 37

     JUntos     p 13

Oliver Hermanus    sHirley adams    p 15

Pablo Fulgueira    es mUy FáCil    p 44

Pedro González-Rubio   alamar     p 28

Renaud Barret, Florent de La Tullaye   Benda Bilili!    p 57

Rigoberto Pérezcano   norteado     p 35

Roberto Fiesco    paloma     p 44

Rubén Rojo Aura    Carretera del norte   p 44

Semih Kaplanoglu    Honey (Bal)    p 19

     milk (süt)     p 48

     egg (yUmUrta)    p 48

Véronique Decroux    señora páJaro    p 45

Woo Ming Jin    woman on Fire looks For water  p 17
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Festival	staFF
Raymond Walravens – Managing director Rialto and 

curator World Cinema Amsterdam 

Petra van Dongen –  Festival coordination

Patricia van Wetten – Festival coordination

Anke van Diejen – Programming and marketing 

supervisor

Sasja Koetsier – Marketing and communication

Mark Mallon – Publicity and press

Herrie –  Festival marketing and communication

Bert de Snoo – Production and print traffic

Jorien Klomp –  Production assistant

Nick Muijs – Projection coordination 

Ron Salari – Technical coordination 

Robert Patinama – Theatre manager 

Edgar Witteveen –  Office manager

Wim Straub, Rita Nurhayati – Administration

Johan Buisman  – Bar manager

Jacques Blonk – Ticket office

Irene Engels – Volunteers coordinator 

And all other employees and volunteers of Rialto 

ColoFon	Catalogue
Authors – Paula Astorga Riestra, 

Catherine A. Bloch Gerschel, Carlos Bonfil

Editing – Herrie

Translations – Mark Baker, Sjaan de Bruijn

Graphic Design – Yvonne van Versendaal, 

Anika Ohlerich

Print – Drukkerij Bariet

speCial	thanks	
Paula Astorga & Lorena Sosa Aguilar

rialto	and	world	Cinema	amsterdam
Ceintuurbaan 338

1072 GN Amsterdam

Tel 0031 (0)20 662 34 88

Fax 0031 (0)20 671 6581

www.rialtofilm.nl 

www.worldcinemaamsterdam.nl

rialto@rialtofilm.nl 

worldcinemaamsterdam@rialtofilm.nl

Raymond Walravens, raymond@rialtofilm.nl 

Director & curator

Anke van Diejen, anke@rialtofilm.nl

Programming & marketing supervisor
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index Films a-z

15malaysia  Divers     Malaysia       p 49

aBel    Diego Luna    Mexico       p 39

alamar    Pedro González-Rubio   Mexico       p 28

amores perros    Alejandro González Iñárritu   Mexico       p 29

anita     Marcos Carnevale     Argentina      p 58

año Uña    Jonás Cuarón    Mexico       p 30

Benda Bilili!    Renaud Barret, Florent de La Tullaye   Congo       p 57

Beyond tHe mexiCan Bay  Jean-Marc Rousseau Ruiz   Mexico       p 44

Carretera del norte  Rubén Rojo Aura     Mexico       p 44

CinCo días sin nora    Mariana Chenillo    Mexico       p 31

CoCHoCHi    Laura Amelia Guzmán, Israel Cárdenas  Mexico       p 32

egg (yUmUrta)    Semih Kaplanoglu    Turkey       p 48

es mUy FáCil    Pablo Fulgueira     Mexico       p 44

Havanyork   Luciano Larobina     Mexico       p 40

Honey (Bal)    Semih Kaplanoglu    Turkey       p 19

Japón     Carlos Reygadas     Mexico       p 33

JUntos     Nicolás Pereda      Mexico       p 13

la yUma     Florence Jaugey      Nicaragua     p 18

lake taHoe   Fernando Eimbcke     Mexico       p 34

lola     Brillante Mendoza     Philippines    p 14

milk (süt)     Semih Kaplanoglu    Turkey       p 48

norteado     Rigoberto Pérezcano    Mexico       p 35

ó paí, ó     Monique Gardenberg   Brazil       p 59

paloma     Roberto Fiesco    Mexico       p 44

párpados azUles   Ernesto Contreras    Mexico       p 36

perpetUUm moBile    Nicolás Pereda    Mexico       p 37

por tU CUlpa    Anahi Bemeri    Argentina      p 12

reCUerdo del mar   Max Zunino    Mexico       p 45

retratos en Un mar de mentiras Carlos Gaviria     Colombia      p 60

revolUCión    Fernando Eimbcke, Mariana Chenillo, 

    Patricia Riggen, Gael García Bernal, 

    Amat Escalante, Carlos Reygadas, 

    Gerardo Naranjo, Rodrigo Plá, 

    Diego Luna, Rodrigo García   Mexico       p 26

roma     Elisa Miller    Mexico       p 43

segUir siendo: CaFé taCvBa  Ernesto Contreras, José Manuel Cravioto Mexico       p 41

señora páJaro    Véronique Decroux    Mexico       p 45

sHirley adams    Oliver Hermanus    South Africa p 15

tierra y pan    Carlos Armella     Mexico       p 45

Un Homme qUi Crie    Mahamat-Saleh Haroun    Chad      p 11

UnCle Boonmee wHo Can reCall His past lives 

    Apichatpong Weerasethakul   Thailand       p 16

ver llover   Elisa Miller     Mexico       p 43

woman on Fire looks For water Woo Ming Jin    Malaysia       p 17

y tU mamá tamBién    Alfonso Cuarón    Mexico       p 38
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revolUCión         p 26

Amat Escalante    el CUra niColas Colgado / tHe Hanging priest  

Carlos Reygadas    este es mi reino / tHis is my kingdom  

Diego Luna     paCiFiCo  

Fernando Eimbcke     la Bienvenida / tHe welComing  

Gael García Bernal    lUCio  

Gerardo Naranjo    r-100 

Mariana Chenillo    la tiena de raya / tHe estate store  

Patricia Riggen    lindo y qUerido / BeaUtiFUl & Beloved 

Rodrigo Garcia     la 7tH y alvarado / 7tH and alvarado  

Rodrigo Plá     30/30 

  

15malaysia         p 49

Amir Muhammad    tHe tree 

Benji Lim, Bahir Yeusuff   meter 

Desmond Ng    tHe son 

Ho Yuhang    potong saga 

James Lee    gerHana  

Johan John    dUit keCil (small CHange) 

Jordan Suleiman, Mussadique Suleiman  roJak! 

Kamal Sabran    lUmpUr 

Khairil Bahar    HealtHy paranoia 

Liew Seng Tat    Halal 

Linus Chung    HoUse 

Nam Ron     lollipop 

Tan Chui Mui    one FUtUre 

Woo Ming Jin    slovak sling: a gUide to BriBery 

Yasmin Ahmad    CHoColate  
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MAAKT 
FILM
Kijk naar Norteado in NPS Wereldcinema  
op 28 augustus 00.05 uur Nederland 2.
Uitzending in het kader van World Cinema Amsterdam.

Vanaf 1 september: NPS+Teleac+RVU=NTR

sponsors and partners




